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Striving to provide heightened cul­tural awareness and to address the issue of race relations on campus, 
the Black Student Union (BSU) will host 
a variety of events to celebrate Black 
History Month.
Black History Month has been cele­
brated in the United States each February 
since 1926.
“For the month, we’re just trying to 
create some dia­
logue,” BSU
President Leon 
Smith said. “We 
want to get people 
thinking about polit­
ical and social issues 
because this campus 
is pretty apathetic 
when it comes to 
this kind of thing.”
B la c k  h is to ry  is 
e v e ry o n e ’s h ^B o ry
—Leon Smith 
Black Student Union president
out the year, will post a board in the 
University Union for Cal Poly students to 
openly comment about race relations on 
campus.
Questions as direct as “How do you feel 
about race relations on campus?,” “What 
do you think the facility’s responsibility 
is?,” “ What would you be willing to do?” 
will be on the board, and anybody can 
write whatever they want. Smith said.
“Hopefully we’ll get people to write 
how they feel,” Davis said. “What their 
insecurities are, what they like or dislike 
i »  and how people feql 
about diversity on 
campus.”
The board will be 
up for two weeks, 
beginning this week.
“We’re going to 
take the board and 
have a culture talk, 
which will be on 
We’ll invite every-B.j. Davis, a doctoral intern at Cal Poly’s 23, ’ Smith said, 
counseling center who serves as a liaison body to come all clubs and people fixim
to the Multicultural Center, said he feels 
racial relations on campus needs improve­
ment.
“There doesn’t seem to be much of an 
interest in diversity and multicultural issues 
or events,” he said. “There doesn’t seem to 
be a strong push for cohesion or unity.” 
The BSU, which hosts events through-
the community — to create some dia­
logue about race relations on campus and 
what we can do to take ownership and 
doing something about it.”
The culture talk will take place at 5 p.m. 
in the San Luis Lounge, UU room 221.
“We need to talk about these things,” 
Davis said. “Get uncomfortable, but then
get comfortable. That’s usually how change 
works.”
“People need to be aware of their prej­
udices and aware of their biases,” he added. 
“The way to get past this is to force inter­
action.”
Various other events will occur at Cal 
Poly throughout the month to celebrate 
black history.
The events will begin with “Another . 
Type of Groove,” which will feature Jerry 
Quickley, a three-time Los Angeles Poetry 
Grand Slam winner and repeat finalist at 
the National Poetry Slam for a poetry per­
formance. The event will be held on Feb.
2 at 7:30 p.m. in Philips Hall.
Black students, faculty and staff will 
share their food and culture at a “Taste of 
Africa” on Feb. 16. The event will be held 
at the E-Africa Gallery on 1531 Monterey 
St. at 6:30 p.m.
The Multicultural Center will host 
“Higher Movement,” a cultural dance and 
musical performance during UU Hour on 
Feb. 20.
The BSU and San Luis Obispo’s 
Cultural Collective Group will be collab­
orating to put on a performance with 
dancing, drum circles and different aspects 
of black culture at Farmers’ Market on 
Feb. 23. The performance will appeal to 
native African heritage and modern black
see History, page 2
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ATLANTA (AP) — Coretta Scott 
King, who worked to keep her husband’s 
dream alive with a chin-held-high grace 
and serenity that made her a powerful 
symbol of the Kev. Martin Luther King 
Jr.’s creed of brt>therhood and nonvio­
lence, died Tuesday. She was 78.
The “first lady of the civil rights 
movement” died in her sleep during the
night at an alternative medicine clinic in 
Mexico, her family said. Arrangements 
were being made to fly the body back to 
Atlanta.
She had been recovering from a seri­
ous stroke and heart attack suffered last 
August. Just two weeks ago, she made 
her first public appearance in a year on 
the eve of her late husband’s birthday.
Doctors at the clinic said King was 
battling advanced ovarian cancer when 
she arrived there on Thursday. The doc-
tors said the cause of death was respira­
tory failure.
News of her death led to tributes to 
King across Atlanta, including a moment 
of silence in the Georgia Capitol and 
piles of flowers placed at the tomb of her 
slain husband. Flags at the King O u te r  
— the institute devoted to the civil 
rights leader’s legacy — were lowered to 
half-staff.
see King, page 2
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Feb. 2 3 ,1 8 6 8
^ Im p o r ta n t  dvil rights leader and
co-fbunder of the NAACP, W.E.B. DuBois 
was bom.
Feb. 3 ,1 8 7 0
The 15th Amendment, which granted 
blacks the right to vote, was passed.
Feb. 2 5 ,1 8 7 0
'^ K U ram  R  Revels, the first black senator 
took his oath of office.
Feb. 1 2 ,1 9 0 9
The NAACP was founded. ^
Feb. 1 ,1 9 6 0
^  A group of black college students in 
Greensboro, N.C. began a sit-in at a 
segregated restaurant's lunch counter.
Feb. 2 1 ,1 9 6 5
Malcolm X, promoter of Black ^  
Nationalism was killed.
Feb. 2 4 ,1 9 9 6
^  Bernard Harris, Jr. becomes the first 
black astronaut to walk in space.
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“She wore her grief with grace. 
She exerted her leadership with 
dignity,” the Kev. Joseph Lowery, 
who helped found the Southern 
C'hristian Leadership Conference 
with King’s husband in 1957.
Former Atlanta Mayor Andrew 
Young, one of Martin Luther 
King’s top aides, said Coretta Scott 
King’s fortitude rivaled that of her 
husband. “She was strong if not 
stronger than he was,”Young said 
Coretta Scott King was a sup­
portive lieutenant to her husband 
during the most dangerous and 
tumultuous days of the civil rights 
movement, and after his assassina­
tion in Memphis,Tenn., on April 4, 
1968, she carried on his work 
while also raising their four chil­
dren.
‘Tm  more determined than ever 
that my husband’s dream will 
become a reality,” the young 
widow said soon after his slaying.
She pushed and goaded politi­
cians for more than a decade to 
have her husband’s birthday 
observed as a national holiday, 
achieving success in 1986. In 1969 
she founded the Martin Luther 
King Jr. Center for Nonviolent 
Social Change in Atlanta and used 
It to confront hunger, unemploy­
ment, voting rights and racism.
“The center enables us to go out 
and struggle against the evils in our 
society,” she often said.
She also accused movie and TV 
companies, video arcades, gun 
manufacturers and toy makers of 
promoting violence.
King became a symbol in her 
own right of her husband’s struggle 
for peace and brotherhood, presid­
ing with an almost regal bearing 
over seminars and conferences.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, who was 
with her husband when he was 
assassinated, said Tuesday that she 
understood that every time her 
husband left home, there was the 
chance he might not come back. 
Jackson pronounced her a “free­
dom fighter.”
“Like all great champions she 
learned to function with pain and 
keep serving,” he said, adding: “She 
kept marching. She did not flinch.” 
In Washington, President Bush 
hailed her as “a remarkable and 
courageous woman and a great 
civil rights leader.”
After her stroke. King missed the 
annual King celebration in Atlanta 
two weeks ago but appeared with 
her children at an awards dinner a 
few days earlier, smiling from her 
wheelchair but not speaking. The 
crowd gave her a standing ovation 
Despite her repeated calls for 
unity among civil rights groups, 
her own children have been divid- 
;‘d over whether to sell the King 
('enter to the National P.irk 
Service and let the family focus less 
on grounds maintenance and more 
on King’s mess,ige T wo of the tour 
i liildren were strongly against such 
1 move.
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her sister, Edythe Scott Hagley of 
Cheyney, Pa. She had gone to 
Cialiforma to rest and be with fam­
ily, according to Young.
Coretta Scott was studying voice 
at the New England Conservatory 
of Music and planning on a singing 
career when a friend introduced 
her to King, a young Baptist minis­
ter studying at Boston University.
“She said she wanted me to meet 
a very promising young minister 
from Atlanta,” King once said, 
adding with a laugh, “1 wasn’t 
interested in meeting a young min­
ister at that time.”
She recalled that on their first 
date he told her, “You know, you 
have everything I ever wanted in a 
woman. We ought to get married 
someday.” Eighteen months later, in 
1953, they did.
The couple moved to 
Montgomery, Ala., where he 
became pastor o f the Dexter 
Avenue Baptist Church and helped 
lead the 1955 Montgomery bus 
boycott that Rosa Parks set in 
motion when she refused to give 
up her seat on a segregated bus. 
With that campaign. King began 
enacting his philosophy of nonvio­
lent, direct social action.
Over the years. King was with 
her husband in his finest hours. She 
was at his side as he received the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 1964.? She 
marched beside him from Selma, 
Ala., into Montgomery in 1965 on 
the triumphant drive for a voting 
rights law.
Only days after his death, she 
flew to Memphis with three of her 
children to lead thousands march­
ing in honor of her slain husband 
and to plead for his cause.
“ I think you rise to the occasion 
in a crisis,” she once said. “I think 
the Lord gives you strength when 
you need it. God was using us —
and now he’s using me, too.”
Her husband’s womanizing had 
been an open secret during the 
height of the civil rights move­
ment. In January, a new book, “At 
Canaan’s Edge” by Taylor Branch, 
put his infidelity back in the spot­
light. It said that not long before he 
w'as assassinated. King confessed a 
long-standing aftair to his wife 
while she was recovering from a 
hysterectomy.
The King family, especially 
Coretta Scott King and her father- 
in-law, Martin Luther King Sr., 
were highly visible in 1976 when 
former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter 
ran for president. When an integra­
tion dispute at Carter’s Plains 
church created a furor, Coretta 
Scott King campaigned at Carter’s 
side the next day.
She later was named by Carter to 
serve as part of the U.S. delegation 
to the United Nations, where 
Young was the ambassador.
In 1997, she spoke out in favor 
of a push t(> grant a trial for James 
Earl Ray, who pleaded guilty to 
killing her husband and then 
recantecT.
“Even if no new light is shed on 
the facts concerning my husband’s 
assassination, at least we and the 
nation can have the satisfaction of 
knowing that justice has run its 
course in this tragedy,” she told a 
judge.
The trial never took place; Ray 
died in 1998.
King was born April 27, 1927, in 
Perry C'ounty, Ala. Her father ran a 
country store. To help her family 
during the Depression, young 
Coretta picked cotton. Later, she 
worked as a waitress to earn her 
way through Antioch College in 
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
In 1994, she stepped down as 
head of the King Center, passing
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the job to son Dexter, who in turn 
passed the job on to her other son, 
Martin 111, in 2004. Dexter contin­
ued to serve as the center’s chief 
operating officer. Martin III also 
has served on the Fulton County 
(Ga.) commission and as president 
of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, co-found- 
ed by his father in 1957. Daughter 
Yolanda became an actress and the 
youngest child, Bernice, became a 
Baptist minister.
In 1993,011 the 25th anniversary 
of her husband’s death. King said 
the war in Vietnam that her hus­
band opposed “has been replaced 
by an undeclared war on our cen­
tral cities, a war being fought by 
gangs with guns for drugs.”
“The value of life in our cities 
has become as cheap as the price of 
a gun,” she said.
In London, she stood in 1969 in 
the same carved pulpit in St. Haul’s 
Cathedral w'here her husband 
preached five years earlier.
“Many despair at all the evil and 
unrest and disorder in the world 
today,” she preached, “but I see a 
new social order and I see the 
dawn of a new day.”
History
continued from page I 
culture.
“Black history is everyone’s his­
tory,” Smith said. “We’re all a part 
of this. In creating this country 
everyone played an integral part in 
its formation. Without the slaves, 
the country wouldn’t have hap­
pened the way it did. You can’t 
segment (history) and focus on 
one people’s history without 
focusing on everybody’s history at 
the same time.”
One of the main issues Davis 
said he hopes to address through 
the month’s events is the stereo­
type of black culture.
“There is absolute evidence 
that African-Americans are dis­
proportionately represented as 
uneducated, unemployed, poor 
and incarcerated ... Do people 
believe African-Americans are 
genetically dumber, lazier, more 
apathetic and antisocial than other 
populations? Or is there another 
factor?” he asked.
The BSU, which consists of 
around 30 members, exists to cre­
ate a community for black stu­
dents and all students on campus.
Check w the Daily online at: 
www.mustangdaily.net
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W H O  SAID THAT?
There are painters wiio transform tlie sun to a yellow spot, 
but there are others who with the help of their art and their 
intelligence, transform a yellow spot into the sun.
— Fablo Ficasso
Before 1 got married I had si.\ theories about bringing up 
children; mnv 1 have six children and no theories.
— |ohn Wilmot
M alleable; Capable o f  
being shaped; also, 
adaptable.
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The
Cal Poly
Favorites
Book: Heart ot Darkness 
Theme song: “Over the Hills and 
[•'ar Away” by l.ed Zeppelin 
Food/food item: Klondike Bars 
Kitchen appliance: Ibaster
IfYou Could ...
— be any periodic table element, 
which would you be and why? 
Carbon.
— have the world be in any color, 
which would it be?
Cireen.
Other
— best excuse lor missing class? 
iVlv hamster are mv homework.
Name: Michael Flagg • Age: 21 
Hometown: Monterey • Major: environmental engineering
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Best Sunday Brunch in SLO
And Just to prove it we are going to put our money where our mouth is.
1/2 off Sunday Brunch Entree
With purchase of a Bottomless Mimosa 
or a Bloody Mary. Offer expires Sunday 2-19-2006 
Max one per person. Max four per table.
Not valid with other offers. Must be 21.
18% gratuity added before discount
M IS S IO N  G R IL L
Superbowl Sunday Brunch
Featuring the Sunny Wright Jazz Trio 
Patio Dining, Football in the bar. 
Every Sunday 9 am to 3 pm
Eggs Benedict, Huevos Rancheros, Italian 
Frittata, Country Style Biscuits and Gravy, 
Mission Grill Omelets, and Much More.
1023 Chorro Street - San Luis Obispo - California - 93401-3222 - 805.547.5544
DESIGNEK
$ 10.00 MAN’S CUT 
$ 25.00 WOMAN’S CUT 
W A L K - I N S  W E L C O M E !  
HAIRCOLOR SPECIALISTS 
★  805-544-7202 ★
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10:00 TO 7:00 
SATURDAY 10:00 TO 5:00
973 E. FOOTHILL BLVD. SLO
O n c h e s i s  D a n c e  C o .
Metamorphosis
Tickets:
RAC Ticket Office 
805.7562787
Admission:
Slideiits-$9 
General- $12
F n ;  Jan 2 7 -8p m  
S a t ;  Jan 28 -  8pm 
S u n :  Jan 29 -  2pm 
T h r :  Feb 02 -  8pm 
F rt:  Feb 0 3 -8p m  
S a t :  Feb 04 -  8pm 
Alex 8 Faye Spanos Theatre @ Cal Poly
SpoMm: TIiMtra A Oiiic« 0«p«ftiiMiit 
Colitgt of Uhonl Ails. & MA
www.mustangdaily.net
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State briefs
AUBURN (AP) — Medical 
marijuana activist Steven Kubby is 
appealing to a Placer CAUinty 
judge to let him use cannabis 
while he serves a 120-day jail sen­
tence tor drug possession.
Kubby, .S9, appeared Tuesday in 
an Auburn courtroom, days after 
he was deported from C'anada 
and arrested when he arrived in 
San Francisco.
His attorney. W illiam MePike, 
said Kubby a*lies on the medical 
marijuana to treat a rare form of 
adrenal cancer. He also asked 
Placer Superior (hnirt Judge 
Robert McElhain to let Kubby 
serve his sentence under home 
detention in Marin C'.ounty.
• • •
OROVILLE (AP) — A 24-
year-old man ctnild be shoveling 
horse manure as part of his pun­
ishment for punching a police 
htirse.
liutte C'ounty Superior Court 
Judge Stephen Henson sen­
tenced Robert W'illiam HutT, of 
Cdiico, to 20 hours of commu­
nity service and 24 hours in jail 
after he pleaded no contest 
Tuesday to a charge of assault­
ing a police horse.
• • •
NEW PORT BEACH (AP)
— Five owners of beach houses 
will pay S22.t ,(KK) in fines for 
rtattening sand dunes in front of 
their homes to impRive ocean 
views and they agreed to restore 
the 0-foot-high dunes just south 
of the Santa .Ana River mouth.
D eputies say postal killer m ay have shot form er neighboi
Tim MoUoy
ASSOCIATFI) I’KI SS
(lOLETA — A woman who went 
on a suicidal rampage inside a mail 
processing plant, killing six employ­
ees, tn.iy also have killed a former 
neighbor shortly before the attack, 
sheritTs officials said Wednesday.
The sixth employee, who had 
been hospitalized in critical condi­
tion, died Wednesday morning.
A possible seventh victim was 
found dead Tuesday from a gunshot 
wound to the head at a Santa Barbara 
condominium complex where the 
shooter, former postal employee 
Jennifer Sanmarco, once lived, said 
Lt.Jeffi Klapakis, of the Santa Barbara 
CxHiim sheritFs department.
Klapakis said the victim, identified 
by her brother as Beverly (iraham, 
,S4. died on Monday.
“We are investigating it as being 
the beginning of this rampage.” said 
sheriff's Sgt. Erik Raney.
Raney said a neighbor reported 
hearing a gunshot about 8:20 p.ni. 
Monday.
About half an hour later, author­
ities said, Sanmarco fatally shot six 
postal employees at the (loleta mail 
processing plant before committing 
suicide in what is believed to be 
the deadliest workplace shooting 
by a woman.
U.S. Postal Inspector Randy 
DeCiasperin said “chances are” she 
knew the people she w'as shooting.
DeCiasperin said Sanmarco h.id 
left the mail facilirs' on a medical 
leave in 2<H)3 after her co-workers 
expressed concerns she might hurt
» v e  ^ n t e r t a i n n ^
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Santa Barbara county sherifT’s investigators collect evidence at the scene 
of a multiple-fatality shooting at a mail processing facility in Goleta on 
Tuesday.
herself He said police removed her 
fmm the building one time.
“She was not making any threats t>r 
anything of that nature." DeCiasperin 
s,iid.“lt was more for her safet\.”
Interviews with authorities in this 
picturesque coastal communits and 
with people in New Mexico, where 
Sanm.irco moved in 2<>( 14, paint a pic­
ture of a woman who exhibited 
increasingly bizarre behavior after los­
ing her job.
“We weren’t sure what she was 
going to do next,” said Terri Ciallegos, 
deputy clerk for the city of Milan, 
N.M., where Sanmarco applied for a 
business license in 2(M)4 for a publica­
tion called “The Racist Press” that
she said she planned to launch. 
Another time she said she wanted to 
register a cat food business.
During one meeting, Ciallegos 
said, Sanmarco carried on a conversa­
tion with herself “like she was argu­
ing with someone but there was no 
one there.”
Last March, office workers called 
authorities after the 44-year-old 
woman made what Gallegos 
described as a rude allegation. Other 
times, Ciallegos said, Sanmarco 
would come in and simply stare at 
one employee in particular.
In June, police in nearby Cirants 
talked to her after someone at a gas 
station called to complain of nudity, 
Police Cihief Marty Vigil said. 
Sanmarco was dressed when officers 
arrived.
Ciraham had also noticed unusual 
behavior, her brother Les Ciraham 
told The Associated Press.
He said his sister had complained 
about a woman who “used to come 
out and rant and rave in front of her 
building.” The family suspects that 
Sanmarco was the neighbor and his 
sister’s killer, he said.
Monday night, Sanmarco entered 
the sprawling Santa Barbara 
Processing and Distribution Center 
by driving through a gate behind 
another car, police said. She gained 
entry to the building by taking an 
employee’s identification badge at 
gunpoint.That worker was not hurt.
Only about 80 of the approxi­
mately .300 people who work at the 
mail-sorting center were there 
when Sanmarco arrived.
Bagged salad inventors changed the 
way Americans get their greens
Olivia Munoz
ASSIH .IATFI) I'RFSS
CARMEL — When Myra and 
Drew Cioodman first stuffed their 
organic baby greens in plastic bags 
20 years ago, they were just trying to 
keep their farm afloat and create a 
quick, healtliy alternative to a steady 
diet of pizza and meals on the go.
They never envisioned that 
Earthbound Farm’s bagged salad 
would revolutionize the way 
America eats and land them at the 
top of a leafy green food empire.
“We built our business little by 
little to meet a demand and didn’t 
realize it w'as a big business until it 
had already happened,” said Drew 
Goodman. “Cirowing organic has 
paid off.”
Two decades later, pre-washed 
greens pioneered by the Cioodmans 
have catapulted from specialty mar­
kets to the aisles of every major gro­
cery store and helped make organic 
a household name and an $8 billion 
annual business.
“They changed the organic 
game,” said Bob Scoweroft, execu­
tive director of the (Organic Farming 
Research Foundation. “You used to 
only be able to get fresh organic 
pn)ducts in small stores supplied by 
an independent firmer. Earthbound 
ships train loads and plane loads.”
Ready-to-eat bags of produce 
now gross $2.8 billion a year and 
Earthbound continues to lead in the 
organic department, producing 73 
percent of the greens and baby 
spinach that go into the $202 mil­
lion-a-year organic bagged salad 
market, according to data from 
AG Nielsen.
The gmwth is impressive when 
you consider the concept was born 
of necessity in 1986 by two New 
York C’ity natives struggling to make 
some money after graduating from 
different University’ of California 
campuses.
The couple agreed to restore a 
two-and-ahalf acre farm in C'armel 
Valley in exchange for rent and 
whatever they grew.
They supplied a local chef with 
smaller, more tender baby vegetables 
until he left town and left them with 
acres of baby lettuce and no buyers.
When they began bagging greens 
to make for easy, nutritious meals 
when they came in from work too 
tired to cook, they realized they had 
a great product, said Myra 
Goodman.
They started supplying specialty 
grocery stores with the bagged salads 
on consignment and soon needed to 
contnict with other organic firmers 
to meet the demand.
Several chain grocery stores were 
afraid to sign on at a time when 
organic producers were small, often 
couldn’t deliver reliably, and were 
more expensive. But when CTistco 
became the first m.ijor retailer to 
carry their products in 1993, others 
soon followed, pushing Earthbound 
into bigger markets.
“Until that time, we were really 
just a large boutique farm,” Myra 
Goodman said.
Drew Goodman, 45, and Myra,
42, ended up getting married, pur­
chasing the farm and raising their 
family there.
Today, they market more than 1(K) 
different fruits and vegetables grown 
on 26,00(1 acres by hundreds of 
gmwers from Washington state to 
Arizona, delivering their produce to 
markets around the country.
Earthbound has seen income soar 1 
from $13 million dollars in 199.S to 
$365 million in 2(M»5. Some critics 
charge large operations like 
Earthbound with crushing the pmf- 
it margins of small farms that were 
the heart of organic farming when it 
first took off decades ago.
Liz Bourret, w’ho works as a buyer 
wdth organic produce distributor 
Veritable Vegetable, said the small 
growers aren’t being pushed out as 
much as being forced to adapt, 
focusing on specialty crops, and 
moving away from mainstays such as 
lettuce that large growers can pro­
duce cheaply. ¡
The Goodmans’ salad mixes have 
helped introduce new greens to the 
American diet. Demand for iceberg 
lettuce continues to decline while 
“gourmet” greens such as radicchio 
and arugula are becoming more 
common.
Iceberg is still the leading salad 
lettuce, but sales have been decreas­
ing over the years, totaling about 
$768 million in 2(K)5, ACNielsen Í 
reported. Meanwhile, the market for 
specialty blends made of romaine, 
arugula and other greens have 
increased to $606 million dollars in 
2005, up 11.2 percent from 2(X)4.
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HO U STO N  (AP) — Bent 
on matching or beating Wall 
Street expectatit)iis, Enron C'orp. 
fudged its earnings figures with 
the knowledge of executives 
JefTrey Skilling and Kenneth Lay, 
the company’s former chief con­
tact for investors testified 
Wednesday.
Leading otT the government’s 
case in Skilling and Lay’s fraud 
trial, Mark Koenig told jurors 
the tw'o men were closely 
involved in company operations 
and sought to boost Enron’s 
stock price, which depended 
heavily on impressing stock ana­
lysts.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — The
founder of the Boys Choir of 
Harlem was turned away from 
the world-renowned group’s 
longtime home Wednesday, a day 
after a city-imposed deadline for 
evicting the financially troubled 
choir from the rent-free space.
About liK) supporters, inclin­
ing parents of choir members, 
protested the city’s actions out­
side a Harlem public stdiool 
where the choir had practiced 
and had its offices for more than 
a*^decade. Choir founder Walter 
Turnbull told supporters the 
group will look for a new loca­
tion.
• • •
CHICAGO (AP) — United 
Airlines finally left bankruptcy 
Wednesday, a leaner and more 
cost-efficient carrier after a 
painful restructuring that began 
in 2002 and lasted a record 1,1.SO 
days. The nation’s No. 2 airline 
announced it had filed its exit 
documents in U.S. Bankruptcy 
CT)urt Wednesday afternoon, 
officially ending the longest and 
costliest bankruptcy of any air­
line.
• •  •
CHICAGO (AP) — A feder­
al grand jury indicted 19 people 
accused of using the Internet to 
pirate more than SO.5 million 
worth of copyrighted computer 
software, games and movies, 
authorities announced
Wednesday.
The indictment outlines an 
alleged plot by defendants across 
the United States to illegally dis­
tribute newly released titles, 
including movies like “The 
Incredibles’’ and “The Aviator.”
Bush says he understands Americans’ worries
Nedra Pickier
ASSOCaAIEI) I'RKSS
NASHVILLE, Tenii. — President 
Bush said Wednesd,iy that even 
though the state of the union i' 
stRing, he understands why some 
Americans are worried in a time of 
war and job cuts.
“I understand there’s an anxietx 
about the time of war,” Bush said, try­
ing to keep the momentum of the 
previous night’s State of the Union 
address with an appearance at tlie 
(irand Ole Opry. “That’s naturai. 
seems like to me, even though this 
economy is roaring. It is strong, when 
you recognize we’ve overcome a lot.”
Bush tried to pre-empt objections 
from Democrats, who are looking to 
regain control of the House and 
Senate in midterm elections this year. 
The Democrats are looking for 
advantage in Bush’s weak poll num­
bers and burgeoning scandals in (>OP 
congressional ranks.
“Our economy is the envy of the 
world,” the president said. “And yet 
people are changing jobs a lot and 
there is competition from India and 
China, which creates some uncertain­
ty. My worry is that people see that 
uncertainty and decide to adopt iso­
lated policies, or protectionist policies. 
In other words, in uncertain times it’s 
easy for people to lose confidence in
r a  mJT
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President Bush gestures during his visit to the Grand Ole Opry House on Wednesday in Nashville, Tenn.
the capacity of this country to lead 
and to shape our future.”
Bush has been beset by criticism 
that his optimistic messages of recent 
years haven’t squared with the worries 
many Americans feel over high ener­
gy and health care costs, the costly and 
deadly Iraq war and continuing ter­
rorist threats. Democrats said his
words could not overcome those 
problems.
“It just wasn’t credible to hear him 
talk about making America more 
secure and honoring our troops or 
making America energy independent 
or making health care more affordable 
without hearing him explain why he’s 
done just the opposite for the last five
years,” said Senate Minoriw Leader 
Harry Reid, 1 )-Nev.
Bush spoke Wednesday from the 
stage of the jam packed Grand ( )le 
Opry House. Country music stars 
including Barbara Mandrell, Larry 
Ciatlin, Lee (ireenwood. Lorrie 
.Morgan and the CTik Ridge Boys
see Bush, page
Budgiet-cut bill squeaks through House
Andrew Taylor
ass<h:iatei) i*ress
WASHINC’.TON — The House 
headed toward a close vote 
Wednesday on Congress’ first attempt 
in eight years to slow the growth of 
benefit programs like Medicaid aiul 
student loan subsidies, with Bresu.ient 
Bush eager to sign it into law.
The five-year, S39 billion budget- 
cut measure was a leftover item from 
the GOP fill agenda that many 
Republicans said was an important 
step to restoring their party’s reputa­
tion for discipline on spending.
The bill blends mcxlest cuts to 
Medicaid, Medicare and student loan 
subsidies with a renewal of the
welfare reiorm bill and SlO billion in 
new revenues fixim auctioning televi- 
'lon airwaves to wireless companies, 
['here’s also $1 billion in new spend­
ing to extend an income subsidy pro­
gram for dairy firmers and a reprieve 
for physicians who had faced a 4 per­
cent cut in Medicare fees.
The S.^ 9 billion in cuts are general­
ly small — a 0.4 percent cut in 
Medicaid funding and 0.3 percent cut 
in Medicare over five years — com- 
pareil with ileficits expected to total 
SI.3 trillion or more through 2010. 
Still, the bill set off a brawl between 
Democrats and Republicans and 
whipped up opposition from interest 
groups like AARP.
A nearly identical bill passed the
House Dec. 19 but the House held an 
unusual revote because Senate 
Democrats forced technical changes 
that the House needed to accept 
before the bill can be sent to Bush’s 
desk.
Republicans said the measure is a 
necessary first step to a‘ining in the 
burgeoning growth in so-c.illed 
mandatory spending programs like 
•Medicare, which threaten to sw.imp 
the budget with the retirement of the 
baby bixirn generation.
“The Deficit Reduction Act seeks 
to curb the unsustainable grow th rate 
of mandatoiy programs that are set to 
consume 62 percent of our total fed­
eral budget in the next decade if left 
unchecked.” said Rep. Adam Putnam.
I i i m l i I
R-Fla. He said many such programs 
“are outdited, inefficient and exces­
sively costly.”
But Democrats attacked the mea­
sure, especially for its cuts to the fed­
eral child support enforeement pn>- 
gram and for allowing states to reduce 
Medicaid coverage and charge 
increased fees for the Medicaid pro­
gram for the ptHir and disabled.
DenuKrats contended the budget 
cut bill concentrates spending cuts on 
\ ulnerable groups like Medicaid ben­
eficiaries while protecting powerful 
corporate inten.'xts like drug manufac­
turers and health insurance compa­
nies. which won big victoric's in end-
see Budget page 6
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Bush
continued from page 5
wanned up the crowd under a sign 
that said “Americans Win When 
America Leads.”
Bush joked to the enthusiastic 
crowd tliat he should have given the 
State ot the Union there.“How cool 
would it he to give a State of the 
Union address in a Borter Wagoner 
outfit?” he said, referring to the 
flashy singer who frequently played 
host on the stage.
Outside,more than HlO protesters 
held up their own signs that said 
“No (ainfidence" and “No warrant, 
no wiretap, no W.”That was a refer­
ence to Bush's much-debated secret 
program of eavesdropping on phone 
calls and e-mails in an attempt to 
sniff out terrorist plots, which he 
vigonnisly defended in his State of 
the Union address.
In Tuesd.iy’s speech, the president 
declared that America must break its 
long dependence on Mideast oil and 
rebuked critics of his stay-the- 
course strategs’ for the unpopular 
war 111 Iraq.
“There is no peace in retreat,” he 
said. 1 le also slapped at those w ho 
complain he took the country to 
war on the erroneous grounds that 
Iras] possessed weapons of mass 
destruction.
“Hindsight alone is not wisdom,” 
Bush said. “And second-guessing is 
not a strategy'.”
I le pledged to maintain “a civil 
tone” in disputes with those in 
Caingress who oppose his policies, 
like the nation’s involvement in 
Iraq. But Sen. Joe Bideti, l)-l)el., 
complained Wediiesd.iy that “he 
says that all the time, and then his 
administration, through the vice 
president and the secretary of 
defense and others, says that any­
one who criticizes the war, they 
imply they're not patriotic.”
Budget
continued from page 5 
stage negotiations carried on behind 
closed doors.
“This is a product of special 
interest lobbying and the stench of 
special interests hangs over the 
chamber,” said Rep. John 1 )ingell, 
1)-Mich.
I )eniocrats also said the measure, 
when combined with an upcoming 
bill cutting ta.xes by about $70 bil­
lion, would leatl to an increase in 
the deficit.
As if on cue, the Senate kicked 
off debate on a ta.x cut bill reviving 
some expired tax breaks and pre­
venting millicms more families from 
p.iying the alternative minimum 
ta.x. 1 he House version of that bill 
extends tax cuts for capital gains and 
divideiuls.
The powerful AARB seniors 
lobby, student groups, pediatricians 
and others have mounted a month­
long campaign against the bill, mak­
ing some kiwmakers uncomfortable 
with their votes in December.
“Over the intervening month, 
people that I know and respect have 
gone through the details of this leg­
islation ... and they’ve said,‘This is 
really a disaster,”’ said Rep. Rob 
Simmons, D-C?onn., who 
announceil he will change his vote 
from “aye” to “n.iy.”
The bill conies .is C'apitol Hill 
Republicans are trying to burnish 
their party’s budget-cutting creden­
tials amid increased concern about 
the rising deficit and the costs of the 
Iraq war and Hurricane Katrina.
Bush is anxious to sign the bill 
and move on to next year’s budget 
cycle. On F-eb. (>, he is to release his 
2(M)7 budget plan, which is likely to 
call for new cuts to benefits pro­
grams like farm subsidies, Medicaid, 
food stamps and Medicare.
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Congressional investigators blame 
W hite House, ChertofF for lack of 
clear chain of command for Katrina
Lara Jakes Jordan
ASSOCIATFI) HKhSS
WASH 1N(’.TON — The White 
I louse and Homeland Security 
chief Michael ('hertoff failed to 
provide decisive action when 
1 hirricane Katrina struck, congres­
sional investigators said Wednesd.iy 
in a stinging assessment of slow fed­
eral relief efforts.
1 he White House had no clear 
chain of command in place, investi­
gators with the Government 
Accountabilitv' Ofiice said, laying 
mueh of the blame on Bresident 
Bush for not designating a single 
official to coordinate federal deci­
sion-making for the Aug. 29 storm. 
Bush has accepted responsibility for 
the government’s halting response, 
but for the most part then-FEMA 
1 )irector Michael Brown, who quit 
days after the hurricane hit, has been 
the public face of the failures.
“That’s up to the president of the 
United States,” GAO Comptroller 
General David M. Walker told 
reporters after being asked whether 
Cdiertoff should have been the lead 
official during the emergency.
“It could have been Secretary 
CdiertofF’or someone on the White 
House staff. Walker added. “That’s 
up to the president.”
The report, which the congres­
sional agency said was preliminary, 
also singled out Cdiertofl' for several 
shortcomings. Cdiertoff has largely 
escaped direct criticism for the gov­
ernment’s poor preparations and 
slow rescue efforts.
The Homeland Security 
Department angrily responded to 
the GAO report, calling the pre­
liminary findings a publicity stunt 
riddled with errors. Homeland
ASStX:iAl'KD I’RKSS
Stephen Madina wears protective gear as he guts the inside of his 93 
year-old father’s home on Wednesday in the Lakeview community in 
New Orleans, LA.
Security oversees the Federal 
Emergency Management Agenev 
and issued a national plan last year 
for coordinating federal disaster 
response with state and local 
agencies.
In their nine-page report, investi­
gators noted that they had urged the 
(dinton White House to appoint a 
single disaster coordinator more 
than a decade ago after the destruc­
tion wrought by Hurricane Andrew. 
Still, they said, the Bush administra­
tion continued the failure with the 
lack of a clear chain of command 
and that led to internal confusion 
when Katrina struck.
“In the absence of timely and 
decisive action and clear leadership 
responsibility and accountability, 
there were multiple chains of com­
mand,” the report found.
The assessment — the first of sev­
eral reports about the response to 
Katrina — noted that C.hertoff
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authorized additional federal assis­
tance to overwhelmed state and 
local resources on Aug. 30, a day 
after the storm hit. But Chertoff did 
not specifically classify the storm as a 
catastrophic disaster, which would 
have triggered a faster response.
“As a result, the federal response 
generally was to wait for the affect­
ed states to request assistance,” the 
report found.
In another stab at Cdiertoff, the 
aqxirt called for Homeland Security 
to provide stronger advance training 
and planning for future disasters — 
including taking better advantage of 
the military’s ability to rescue and 
evacuate victims, provide supplies 
and assess damage.
Homeland Security spokesman 
Russ Knocke called the report mis­
leading because federal officials and 
supplies were already at the Gulf 
C?oast before Katrina hit. Lie said 
Cdiertoff did not activate a govern­
ment plan for dealing with catastm- 
phes because it is used only to 
respond to unexpected disasters.
The a-port “displays a significant 
misunderstanding of core aspects of 
the Katrina response that could have 
easily been corrected in the most 
basic conversations with” Homeland 
Security leaders, Knocke said.
Rep. Tom D.ivis, R-Vii., who is 
leading.! special House investigation 
of the Katrina response said the 
GAO findings will he included in 
his own panel’s conclusions, which 
are due Feb. 1S.
“I’m wry hopeful that our final 
report will answer a lot of questions 
the American people have,” Davis 
said.“The most obvious being: How 
could our government fail so 
badly?”
New Orleans M.iyor R.iy Nagiii, 
in Washington to testity before a 
separate Senate-led Katrina inquiry, 
said be was not surprised at the 
report’s conclusions.
“One of the big challenges in this 
event was the chain of command 
issue.” Nagiii told The .3ssoeiated 
Bivss.“Aiul for something that was a 
iiuiltistate event, something that 
pretty much overwhelmed local 
government, we need to figure out 
how to do this better in the future.”
However, a transcript of an 
Aug. 28 briefing as Katrina bore 
down on the region indicates Gulf 
C'.oast state ofiicials were satisfied 
with the federal assistance they 
had so far received.
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Ryan Claytor, above, began drawing five years ago and owns Elephant Eater Comics, which started in 
Santa Ynez. His comic strips, right and below, are available at www.elephanteater.com.
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Making comics one bite at a time
Santa Ynez comic book arti.st depicts 
daily adventures through drawings 
while persuing dream of teaching
Ryan Chartrand
MUSTANt; DAILY
Sitting with his legs crossed, the young 
boy stared nervously at his sketchbook as 
comic book artist Ryan Claytor continued 
to carefully draw a sketch for him, C'laytors 
meticulous hand slowly crafted the sketch, 
his eyes glaring into the hook. It was as if he 
was on another planet.
“You might as well take a hike around the 
store if you’re going to wait for C'laytor, 
kid," another artist said, bellowing in triend- 
ly laughter with the other unoccupied artists 
lined up beside him at the signing.
C'l.iytor finallv raised his head and sum- 
inoneLl the h«iy whose eyes lit up immeili- 
ately at the sight of the sketch. I he hoy 
shyly thanked him and hurried away. 
C'laytor sat back, smiled and remembered 
once again why he loves to draw.
For some comic hook artists, drawing is 
their life. For local artist Ryan C'laytor, his 
comics arc litcrallv his life. Since 2004,
Claytor has been producing small, velvet- 
covered comic books called “And Then One 
Day.” Each book is a graphical journal of 
events in his life, all of which are far more 
entertaining to read about than they should 
be. As each day passes and the pages contin­
ue to turn, the life of a comic book geek 
trying to pursue a 
career in teaching 
develops to the point 
where readers envi­
sion themselves at his 
interviews, cheering 
him on. Cdaytor’s 
ability to transform 
his everyd.»y life into 
an emotional and 
exciting experience 
for ,ill audiences sep­
arates his comics 
from any titlier rising 
artist.
Rorn and raised in 
Santa Yne?, Cdaytor 
became addicted to 
comics in 2001, 
inspired by the work 
of his favorite artist.
Sergio Aragones.
Comics became more than simply a hobby 
around the time he was finishing up his 
undergraduate at UC Santa Barbara. When 
not consumed by comics or studying at 
UCSB, Claytor remembers when he would 
come up to Cal Foly to “whomp on the 
pingpong” tables with friends at Tenaya and
shake his “money 
maker” at The 
Ciradiiate. Once he 
had a degree under 
his belt, C'laytor 
wasted little time in 
continuing his pas­
sion for comics.
After an internship 
at Marvel C'omics in 
New York, Cilaytor 
returned to
('„ilifornia ,ind cre.it- 
Cil the first issue of 
“ And Fhen ( ’)ne 
D.iy." Since then, he 
has helped org.mi?e 
.md .ilso p.irticipated 
ill two “24 Hour 
Chornies Day" events 
where artists must 
make a 24-page
comic book in a mere 24 hours. Claytor 
described the experience as “if for one day 
your head is turned into a giant tube of 
toothpaste, the “contents are your creative 
juices and for 24 hours straight you have 
someone jumping up and dow'ii on your 
head spraying the contents all over these 
pages in front of you. It’s an uncanny, trying 
and very rewarding experience.’’
Every year, C'laytor attends several geek- 
swamped comic hook conventions such as 
ApeCYm, ComicCYm and WonderC'on 
where he meets with comic tans of all 
shapes and sizes. When not “geeking out” 
with fellow comic hook fans, Cdaytor enjoys 
meeting with the younger crowd.
“ I'll get kids who come up to me. show­
ing me their portfolio or sketchbooks .uul I 
love giving them encouragement and little 
helpful tips that I've received walking 
around doing the same exact thing that 
thev’rc doing," ('lavtor saiil. “ l hat's lose, 
hahv."
In September 200.S. C'laytor decided to 
pursue his dream of teaching and entered 
San Diego State University in hopes sh 
attaining a master’s of fine arts. I’rior to his 
return tt> school, C'l.iytor had been teaching
.see Comic.s, page 9
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Screening o f Oscar nom inated film  today
I KSY PHOTO
Justin Fivella
MUSTANC: DAILY
The star of the Oscar nominat­
ed documentary “Murderball” 
and captain of the U.S. quadri­
plegic rugby team, Mark Zupan 
will speak tonight after a free 
screening in the Chumash 
Auditorium. Doors open for the 
free show at 7:30 p.m. and Zupan 
will speak at 9 p.m. following the 
screening.
“Murderball” swept the 2005 
Sundance Film Festival, where it 
won several awards, according to a
press release. The film follows the 
fiercely competitive sport of 
quadriplegic rugby and the larg­
er-than-life players that battle for 
gold medals in their gladiator-like 
wheelchairs.
The film focuses on Zupan, the 
team captain, and his fellow play­
ers ofTeam USA and their expe­
riences in the full contact sport of 
Murderball.
“Murderball’ is the story of a 
group of indomitable, world-class 
athletes unlike any other shown 
on screen,” said Gina Knox, stu­
dent supervisor on concerts, in a
press release. “Mark Zupan is an 
amazing athlete and individual 
and will change everyone’s per­
spective on life.”
As a teenager, Zupan was left a 
quadriplegic after he was thrown 
from the back of a truck in a 
drunk driving accident. Steel- 
willed and determined, Zupan 
overcame the ordeal and in the 
process became active in the sport 
of rugby. Zupan is currently the 
captain ofTeam USA as well as its 
official spokesman.
Doors open at 7 p.m. for the 
free event. Seating is limited.
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Your help turned it around last year. Smaller and friendlier crowds —  fewer 
arrests —  violence curtailed...and you made the difference.
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RYAN ClAYTOR
‘The Ryan’s 2006 Calendar’ features Claytor and other artists. Proceeds 
go to the Ryan’s Hope foundation for spinal muscular atrophy.
Comics
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at Santa Barbara Community 
College in their multimedia arts 
and technologies department. In 
his comics, readers follow him 
along his quest to become a 
teacher as he encounters multiple 
emotional and exciting obstacles. 
After graduate school, Claytor 
hopes to one day teach a comic 
book studio class, a blend of mul­
timedia and fine arts.
“1 think there’s a lot more 
interaction that can take place in 
community colleges between 
multimedia programs and fine art 
departments,” Claytor said,‘‘and I 
would like to facilitate communi­
cation between the two worlds.”
With school consuming most of 
his time, Claytor has been taking a 
bit of a break from comics. He 
hasn’t stopped drawing, however, 
and will soon be releasing a 90- 
page sketchbook in the same diary 
style as his popular ‘‘And Then 
One Day” series.
He has also been involved in an 
ongoing online collaborative 
comic strip, in which he and 
another artist switch off drawing
panels.
Claytor said that he and his 
partner in the strip, Shana 
Manion, ‘‘were both so excited 
about it, that for a time in the 
beginning we were hammering 
out one, sometimes two panels a 
day. It was amazing to see this 
really thoughtful story unfolding, 
and even more exciting not 
knowing where it was going to
g o -
Claytor has a few ideas about 
future non-autobiographical 
comics, including a 19 panel 
sequential art quilt depicting his 
close relationship with his grand­
mother, but for now it’s all about 
finishing graduate school. As his 
father used to tell him, “ It's like 
eating an elephant.
You do it one bite at a time 
and before you know it, you’re 
done.” Claytor even named his 
comic publishing company. 
Elephant Eater Comics, after his 
father’s sagacious advice. In the 
many years ahead, Claytor is sure 
to please the comic world one 
bite and one comic at a time.
For more information on 
Claytor and his comics, visit 
www.elephanteater.com
AbstiNick:
The battle o f the sexless
It’s Saturday night. ^  The stereotypical college guy is down 
at the local watering hole 
getting his groove on, 
playing the field. He’s 
wearing shiny black shoes, 
over-priced, pre-ripped 
jeans, a long-sleeved col­
lared shirt with the sleeves 
rolled up to the elbow and 
spiked hair, smelling of a 
mix between AXE body 
spray and Abercrombie and Fitch. 
They’re all there for one reason: to 
get drunk and hook up with some 
floozy with the same motive.
Every weekend night it’s the same 
scene, w'ith the exception of Mardi 
Ciras when they are all out fighting 
the cops.
But not me; I’m abstinent.
1 won’t delve into the moral rea­
sons for my decision. This isn’t a 
sciapbox, that column is on 
Tuesdays. I’m a Christian guy and 
we’ll leave it at that.
A decision to become abstinent 
until marriage means a person is 
making a conscious choice to keep 
their body and mind clean from 
sexual desire. But this choice is 
commonly misconstrued. It does 
not suggest that a person choosing 
abstinence is less of a man or 
woman, or is lame because they are 
choosing something else than the 
sex-crazed teenagers of our current 
culture. Don’t believe me? Just 
watch a Baris Hilton Carl’s Jr. com­
mercial; sex does sell.
V I ' l . V I  1 R 0 1 M '.
AJ.ÌÌ -4 b
N i c k  C o u r y  
J o u r n a ld « m
A sexless life is not an easy one. 
As we saw last quarter with the 
oh-so-controversial Salsa Club, sex 
is all over. But abstinent folks do 
what they can to steer clear of it.
As my friend, comedian Jeff 
Clinard, says, “We (Christian guys) 
work out a lot ... for this reason: 
Someday we might get married. 
Someday we may eventually get in 
a position to actually have sex, 
someday. That means someday 
someone might see us naked, that 
means we gotta be ready.”
Now me. I’m a healthy eater, but 
God knows I’m not motivated to 
work out.You may ask yourself, 
“Nick, what do you do on Saturday 
night if you’re not having sex, and 
you don’t work out?” Well, 1 answer 
you with this: Bingpong is fun.
But 1 do eagerly await my wed­
ding night when my wife and 1 
will engage in a little “in-the-bed- 
disco,” but until then, no sex. For 
the old stereotypical Christian 
mantra, “sex can wait, masturbate,” 
— do not go there. Sure, 1 strug­
gle with lust as all Christian people
do, but 1 try my hardest to 
keep to the straight and 
narrow.
Now with the technical 
stuff out of the way, let us 
explore further into my 
chosen sexless life. Do not 
get the impression that 
abstinence means a person 
cannot joke, or make light 
of sex. Friends can argue 
that 1 am one of the most 
liberal people on the planet. 
And for the record, 1 think that 
dirty jokes, mainly euphemisms for 
poop, are hilarious, and any 
Christian guy will agree (as well as 
probably any guy on the face of 
the Earth for that matter) that 
“boner” is one damn funny word.
Just because 1 don’t have sex, 
doesn’t mean 1 can’t have a good 
time. 1 drink, but never to get 
drunk. 1 smoke on occasion, even 
though it is pretty disgusting. 
Blaying post office is enjoyable too, 
but pingpong is more fun. I do 
enjoy going to the bars, but not for 
the same reasons as previously men­
tioned. As my journalism cronies 
can attest, 1 have been found in the 
window seat of Black Sheep on a 
Wednesday night drinking Crown 
Royal and writing a paper.
So available Christian girls, 1 am 
single, sexless and can have a good 
time (or at least 1 think 1 so), until 
marriage. Don’t worry; there are 
still good, wholesome guys out 
there. Just look under a rock; you 
might find one.
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SEX COLUMN
Scorched by Cupid’s flame
'J'
In his momiinen- tal work
“Ainorcs," the 
prolific Ovid wrote 
poem after poem dedi­
cated to finding love, 
keeping love and get­
ting rid of love when it 
became tiresome. The 
whole process began 
with the sharp prick of 
an arrow from sly 
t aipitl's bow -  what we 
dreamily now call “love 
at first sight.” The love 
poet even chastised the 
misehievoiis eheriib, 
saying, “(Tipid, no 
words can match my 
indignation ... why 
hurt me, when I’ve
never left your colors?" Read: being shot with an 
arrow full ofangsty love wasn't a whole lot of fun 
back then, either. .Although, we have come to 
regard the Caipid myth as exactly that (although 
most condom commercial writers haven’t gotten 
the memo yet), the concept of love at first sight
P 1 p p
d i e
n r  r ;  T '
¿uuct
By Janice Edman
remains the s.
later.
Even the
admit that
\\c h,aven’t
conic very
far where
falling in
love IS con-
cerned. Fhe
typical see-
nario first
begins when
paths are
crossed with
s o m e
p a i n f u 1 1 y
a t t r a e t i V e
most (.lie-hard evolutionists must
Suffice it to say tliat falling in love is 
painful, iuid usually embarrassing . . .  
You becom e silly iuid breathless, tiikeu 
to pliuiuiug out every conversation tlie 
two o f you may ever have iuid how 
irresistible you’ll make yourself.
Suffice It to say that filling m love is painful 
and usually embarrassing. Ovid himself felt 
scorned by the town as “the fellow scorched by 
Cdipid’s name." You become silly and breathless, 
taken to planning out every conversation the two 
of you may ever have and how irresistible you’ll 
make yourself. You make the wise decision to 
skip class m order to avoid looking "brainy” and 
better spend tli.it time getting highliglits, waxes 
and mani-pedis. You watch the Oxygen network
far too nuieh 
and buy a 
second copy 
of “When 
Harry Met 
S .1 1 1 V ’’ 
because you 
wore your 
first one out.
But then 
again. how 
do we really 
, know that 
it’s love?
person, and (if you’re me) instantly wondering Most ot us could get butterllies from many 
how he would feel about a fall wedding. And of painfully attractive people. O f course, when said 
course it wouldn’t be fun without the head games people open their mouths and let forth any of 
that follow after that first encounter. They mostly the following: know-it-all-ness, verbal diarrliea, 
consist of an instant plummet in self-esteem (even arrogance, stupidity, etc., the stomach starts to 
though your mom insists you’re a catch), followed churn those butterflies into vomitous matter, 
by an obsessive-compulsive attention to hygiene Love is definitely not when the object of afiPec- 
and appearance with several showers necessary tion asks if you have your tickets ... to the gun 
each day, accompanied by a manic scrutinization show (with a furious flexing of the biceps), or 
of every single past encounter with that person, spends most of the conversation staring at your 
including the times you drove by his house just to roommate who just had to wear that push-up 
see if his car was there (and if his pesky girl- bra.
friend s was there too). Given all these detriments to love, it seems
amazing that we ever even 
achieve it. But it does hap­
pen, and even if the first 
sight does make you want 
to hide in the bathroom at 
Downtown Brew until 
your best friend swears he’s 
gone, things can change 
completely with a stealth 
shot by Cupid. The best 
course of action is to 
remain calm, conspicuously 
clean your arrow wound 
and elicit just the right mix 
of coyness, guile and 
charm, with a side of intel­
ligence and wit. And try to 
refrain from .isking if lie 
prefers lemon clntfon or 
hazelnut mousse for wed­
ding cake flavors.
What does the
other sex o
have to says
•IS» next best thing, 
the thing that exists 
in reality, is that first 
spark when you 
meet somebody: 
seeing the "window 
of love" at first sight, 
if you like. Janice lldman is an l-inilislt 
.senior and a .\lustain¡ Daily 
columnist.
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State o f Union Addiess was a wasted opportunity
Staff Editorial
DAILY KENT STATEK (KENT STATE U.)
KENT, Ohio - Last night, President Hush 
fulfilled his Constitutional oblig­
ation and informed C'ongress as 
to the State of the Union. In the 
past, many presidents have used 
this pulpit to announce bold, new 
proposals which have changed 
the face of America.
This was not one of those 
speeches. Instead, the speech 
given was a grand example of 
same old, same old. The speech 
was redundant enough that one 
could argue the awkward transi­
tions throughout were due to bad 
cutting and pasting from speech­
es over the last five years.
we’re going to leave when he is good and China does, and then they get a free pass. Or 
ready and not one minute before — regardless at least that’s the implication of China’s 
of the arguments and opinions uttered by oth- absence from Hush’s laundry list of countries 
ers. whose people desire democracy.
Regarding the economy, 
' Hush’s policy seemingly can be 
boiled down into four little 
words: Tax cuts are awesome.
Otherwise his plans were 
rather nebulous, as they were 
the old parlor trick of increas­
ing spending while cutting 
government intake of income. 
A prime example of this 
opaqueness was apparent in his 
promise to cut the deficit in 
half by 2009. Granted, he did 
say he was proposing to cut $14 
billion from spending and
The only proposal which seemed 
particularly out o f the ordinary was 
the statement that Americans are 
addicted to oil, but even that was old 
hat as Bush called for hydrogpn cars in 
a previous State o f the Union.
And tor the rest of the world. Hush reiter- announced support for the end of earmark- 
As should be a surprise to absolutely no his doctrine from the first term: even if the cuts go through, they
one. Hush showed his usual resoluteness/stub- nemocracy is a necessity in the war on ter- would be a drtip in the bucket compared to 
borness (depending upon what side of the ror, and dictatorships are breeding grounds for (|-je amount w'e’ve spent in Iraq over the last 
aisle one is on) regarding the war in Iraq. If terrorism. Unless of course they provide lots three years.
one came away with anything, it was that of cheap goods for use in the United States, as Domestic policy w’as the president’s weak
spot on the night, as he appeared to be get­
ting genuinely annoyed on a couple occa­
sions. Then again that might be misplaced 
anger at the dolt who inadvertently wrote in 
an applause line for the 1 )emocrats.
Again, Hush repeated the same old talking 
points. We need to reform Social Security. We 
need to renew the Patriot Act. Activist judges 
are screwing up America. The only proposal 
which seemed particularly out of the ordinary 
was the statement that Americans are addicted 
to oil, but even that was old hat as Hush called 
for hydrogen cars in a previous State of the 
Union. Although we did find out that math is 
essential. Who would have thought that?
Stylistically, while nobody will ever confuse 
Hush with Cicero, the speech was fairly 
mediocre even by his usually generous stan­
dards. From the strained metaphors to the 
over-drawn self-comparisons to Lincoln and 
Ml.K, this speech was a far cry from the State 
of the Union in 2002, which can arguably be 
considered Hush’s high point as a speaker.
One last thing: The line-item veto was 
declared unconstitutional years ago.
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Mr. Eller’s arguments are 
not convincing
1 would like to thank the conscTva- 
tive columnist Hrian Eller for citing 
st)ine souR'es in his article, “American 
history and black histtiry, it’s one and 
the same.’’ This is something I fliund 
severely lacking fmm his pa*vious arti­
cle on global warming.
Unfominately, he still seems to be 
paaching to the choir. In his previous 
article, he tried to convince us that 
glob.ll warming was iu>t a threat with­
out actiKilly quoting any legitimate 
scientific souaes. While he pnrbably 
spoke to many people, these wea* 
most likely petiple who .da*ady aga*ed 
with his opinion. The point of the 
political ctdumns should not be to 
a'hash the same old opinions in the 
same way, but to parent these in a 
new way to explain it to the other 
side, and perhaps, even leani what 
their objectitins aa*.
I wall admit I tend to lean a bit 
liberal, but thea* aa* sc*vvral aa*as 
(nuclear fXAvvr plants, snull govern­
ment, fisi .il jxilicy) whea‘ I lean con­
servative. If Mr. Eller cannot convince 
me that he’s got a legitimate argu­
ment, how can he hope tt> convince 
anvvine vv ho d<K*sn’t .ila*adv aga*e 
with him?
Troy Kiicrsten
junior
Help the students’ voices be 
heard on Mardi Gras,iyior 
Middlestadt
1‘le.ise make a iliffea'iice this year. I 
vxited for uni because I Ixiieveil that 
you would stand up for students 
rights. I uned for you Ivcaiise ytni 
s.iid that Hlake (Hcdton) had failed us 
with the M.mli Gr.is situation last year 
K' doing nothing for the students. L,ist 
year, the city had no stmiig student 
u)ice parent. You pmmised that 
something would Ix' done sti that 
another Maali ( ínis martial l.iw would 
not be insLited. Hlease do something 
so that tnir uiice .is students will not 
be silenced once again. Although the 
city c.ills last year’s non-celebration an 
(Avrwhelming succc*ss, it was an utter 
fiilua' in city-saident alations. Not 
only wea* the tender student-city a*la- 
tions vuirn even mote thin, but thea*
wus a huge financial loss.
According to the New Times, the 
“virtual police state’’ cost the city a 
“half-million dollars police officials 
estinute they spent on planning and 
execution.’’This dex^n’t even include 
the money spent on .idvertising and 
awetuie the city lost.When I hear that 
the city thinks its three I )UI check- 
jxiints wea‘ a hugi* success because 
they cauglit five people the entra* 
weekend, it makes me sick to think of 
how much money was w.isted. 1 
underst.ind that the city is afraid of a 
a*fX‘.it of 2(H>4, but please don’t let the 
actions of a few people destniy it for 
the a*st of us, and destroy w’hat little 
relationship the city has with its sai- 
dents once again.
Thea* is a stilution out thea* that 
will satisfy both sides, but we first need 
to try and wtirk t(^*ther flir once.
Matthew Neal
Acnvfkin' aiifinctritm junior
Mr. Ingram managed to 
label himself
In a*sponse to your article entitled 
“l\ilidcal convictions without political 
labels.” I’d like to gav you athice 
instead of lowering my^elf to your 
lev\*l. Quit trying to be “raw” and 
“uncoravntional” because your 
columns aa* anything but. IVppering 
ytiur article with four-letter wxials 
makes yvni far Ux> uncouth to be 
Liken x*riously and comparing our 
pa*sident (yx*s, he’s your pa*sident tixi) 
toTweetile I )umb makt*s you simply 
p.issé.
Why is the state always the bad 
guy? When a man takes another man's 
life, they sura*nder some protection of 
their rights. Quit blaming the govern­
ment for everything wtong in this 
world and pleast* do not compaa* the 
life L>f an unborn child to that of a 
convicted mualea*r. ('onu* up w ith an 
iilea to better America, and quit wast­
ing our time with your thoughts on 
what a pixir job Hush is doing.
W hether you deny it or not, you 
aa* labeling yxnit self with your antics. 
W hile your coiiservatiw counterpart 
IS commenting on a*.il issue's .iiid 
b.icking-up his article with original 
ide.is, ytni would rather think out loud 
and over-use* che*e*sy clichés. If yeni aa* 
so conceriie'd with lx*ing fresh, then 
lx* a fivsh liberal. ( Time up with 
seimething tie*vv; exeasionally cross par­
tisan line's and conftont a a*al issue*. Cih 
wait, then you might be* lalx'Ied ctin- 
servative.
Scott Jones
Architcfturr senior
\< o
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U. Cincinnati scientist 
leads research o f new 
cystic fibrosis treatment
Vlichael Gates
\l 'AS RU URD il'. ( IN( IWAII)
.INCOiNNATI — Led by a 
L nivcrsity oL Cancinnati scientist,
1 earchers said recently tliey may 
have tbund the “Achilles' heel” of a 
dangerous organism that lives in 
the lungs of cystic fibrosis patients.
riiis information could lead to 
new treatment for people affected 
by cystic fibrosis.
The bacterium, INeudomonas 
aeruginosa, grows within mucous 
that clogs lungs and weakens 
patients.
Researchers said that the same 
genetic change that turns the bac­
terium into a sticky, antibiotic- 
resistant killer also leaves it suscep­
tible to sodium nitrite, according 
to a medical center press release.
“We believe that we have dis­
covered the Achilles’ heel of the 
formidable mucoid for 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which 
i-ould lead to improved treatment 
for cystic fibrosis airway disease,” 
1 )amel Hassett,an associate profes­
sor in U C’s molecular genetics, 
biochemistry and microbiology 
department, said. "We can essen- 
tiallv s.iy that this organism, which 
some people thought could never 
be beaten, can now be destroyed by 
nothing more exotic than a com­
mon food preservative.”
flassett found that about 87 per- 
I cut of the mucoid Pseudomonas 
organisms studied have this fatal 
ll.iw that makes it a mucoid. 
,.vv.ording to the press release.
■ The lung-clogging, sulfocating 
iiiucoid form of Pseudomonas 
..i. ruginosa essentially is a death 
sentence for cystic fibrosis patients 
because these bacteria are inher-
0
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entiv .mtihiouc ind wliite cell- 
resisr.mt," H.isseit said.
W hite niood cells are part of the 
inmuiiK stem. Ueieiiding the 
bodv from disease and foreign 
materials.
In patients with cystic fibrosis, a 
mutated form of the organism, 
combined with the immune sys­
tem's attempts to fight it off, 
wreaks havoc in the lungs, Hassett 
said.
This means that both the bacte­
ria and a person's immune system 
contribute to the death of cystic 
fibrosis patients, according to 
Hassett.
Patients with cystic fibrosis pro­
duce very little nitric oxide. The 
researchers took about 60 mucoid 
bacteria from six different clinics 
in the U.S. and C'anada and found 
that of all the strains that were 
mucoid, ones with nuicA muta­
tions were all sensitive to nitrite 
and those that are notoriously 
antibiotic resistant were more sen­
sitive. according the press release.
"Sodium nitrite kills the 
mucoids and if non-mucoids or 
other bacteria are present in the 
airw.iys, it inhibits their growth 
too.” Hassett said.
When slightly acidified sodium 
nitrite is .aided to a suspension 
containing mucoid bacteria, it is 
converted to the gas nitric oxide. 
Bacteria can't dispose of the nitrite 
met.ibolically and can’t handle the 
gas. so they die. according to 
Hassett.
"These bacteria had a defect 
that we didn't anticipate,” Hassett 
said. ‘Tve never been so happy in 
my life to be wrong."
Sodium nitrite has potential as a 
“time-release " capsule for cystic 
fibrosis patients, because the nitrite 
is degraded very slowly and 
mucoid bacteria can t get rid of it. 
It should specifically kill mucoid 
organisms that ha\e the nine A 
mutations, which most do. Hassett 
said.
Sodium nitrite could be used in 
aerosol form to treat the bacteri­
um. but brinmng this treatment to 
the bedside '\<m’t be asv. Hassett 
'.lid.
"Right now. we don t 'ee the 
Food ind Drue ^dministr.mon 
approMiig blowing soilium nitrite 
into peorK’'' irw .w s " FLissett s.iui. 
“Because t ma\ poteiitiallv have 
some toxic side edects.”
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Congress may chop financial aid by $12.7B
Danielle Novy
HAIIY lORlADOR (IIXAS ||( H)
1 UBBO( K lex.is — Federal 
fm.incial aid toi oilege students 
could be sut '•'y s i2.7 billion 
Wednesday if < ongress passes tne 
me.isure to .idiust uiuis .ccording 
to research coiuiucted bv the 
(Lunpaign for America's 
Future.
The cuts 111 financial aid 
are embedded in the fourth 
version of Bill S. l ‘>.^ 2, in an 
act tagged as the Deficit 
Reduction Act of 2()().S.
The measure passed 
through the Senate in a 51 
to 50 vote, with Vice 
President Dick CTeney’s 
casting the deciding vote, according 
to Associated Press reports.
Toby Chaudhuri, communica­
tions director for Champaign for 
America’s Future, said as Congress 
reconvenes, one of its first orders of 
business is to vote on a budget plan 
that will make it hard for families to 
pay for college.
“Financial barriers should never 
stand between a qualified students a 
college education,” Chaudhuri said 
in a telephone interview.
The bill’s proposed $12.7 billion 
cut in student financial aid, the 
biggest cut in U.S. history, will have 
an effect on all U.S. students, he 
said.
"America will only retain its 
world economic leadership if it 
invests in higher education.”
Chaudhuri saiil. “Other countries 
are nuking ver\ aggressive .ic.idem- 
ic iinestments and they are pa\ mg 
off toi them
He s.ikl *^hix piece of legislaiio'i 
expose' the Republican ageiula. 
A 'lie kiiluion.iilv providing 
m.iKers »un the opporuimt\ to 
■eU'le .r elles xt.iiki behind eserv-
.America will onlv retain its 
world economic leadership it 
it invests in higher education.
Toby Cdiaudhuri
C:.inipai^ ii l'or Anicrua'' f uuirf
day working families, who are the 
ones that will take the brunt of the 
cuts if the bill IS passed.
Meanwhile. Steve Forde, 
spokesman for the Committee on 
Education and the Workforce, con­
versely said the bill could make the 
federal student financial aid pro­
gram more efficient by reducing 
lender subsidies.
“Excess subsidies know n as ‘floor 
income,’ (or) any rate higher than 
the guaranteed minimum, will be 
eliminated and federal insurance 
against defaulted loans w'ill be 
reduced by I percent,” Forde said.
The money saved by trimming 
costs in certain areas is meant to 
help reduce the national deficit, he 
said.
There are additional benefits stu­
dents will see in the near future it
the measure "  passetl, Forde said.
“ It will raise tin. .innual maxi­
mum anuninr th.ir sruiients can take 
out with these t v p e s  of loans.” he 
s.ikl.
(]haikibnn said Republicans in 
( ongress .ue cuimii'g tliey want to 
reduce the natior >1 .lefk it by cut­
ting fuikling tor ilxieral financial 
lid. but rhev ire preparing a 
bill that would give tax breaks 
to the we.ilthic't .Americans.
I response. Forde said the 
two issues have no correla­
tion.
“That just doesn’t hold 
water.” he said. “ It just makes 
for good politics.”
_ _ _  The polarized debate on 
educational funding between the 
two sides of politicians, including 
those representing the Lone Star 
State, will be dealt with in Congress 
Wednesday.
Karen Modlin, the press secretary 
for Joe Barton, representative for 
the 6th district ofTexas, said Barton 
is planning on voting in favor of the 
bill.
“He will be supporting it,” she 
said, naming his involvement in 
other committees, such as one aim­
ing to reduce wasteful spending in 
Medicaid, as the reason.
Chaudhuri said the vote within 
the House would probably be close.
“Congress is very split,” 
Chaudhuri said. “This decision will 
affect every student m America.”
For more information on the 
bill, visit w ww.loc.gov/ iiidex.html.
Stanford to test Bird Flu vaccine
Stephanie Fagliano
mi STANFOkl) DAILY (STANFORD)
STANFORD. Calif. — 
Whenever a new strain of influenza 
emerges, the current vaccines are 
renden.*d largely ineffective and a flu 
pandemic can occur. Cdiiron. a 
iinilti-dimensiLMial biotech compa­
ny. plans to conduct vaccine clinical 
trials at several facilities, including 
Stanford University, to avert such 
crises. The company initialK started 
working on a vaccine for Avian Flu 
stHMi after the virus’ outbavik m 
Hong Kong first affected humans in 
l‘>‘>7. The National Institute ot 
Health, or NIH. formed a contract 
'\itli Ghimn to manufactua* tlie 
\accine so they could test it at top- 
notch facilities like the universitv.
Today, the risk t>f an Avian 
Influenza, commonly known as the 
Bird Flu. pandemic is axil. Since 
2<M».5. the number of humans win 
have contracted the Bird Flu h.i' 
been growing. C'ases luve been 
reported in Thailand. Vietnam. 
(Cambodia. Indonesia and Turkey 
and more than half of the people 
who have been infected with the 
virus have died.
Exptisure to infected poultry is 
believed to be the cause of each ot 
these cases, but thea* is concern that 
that the Bird Flu will evolve into a 
virus capable of human-to-human 
transmission.
Stanford got involved with tfu 
testing regarding Avian Flu last tall 
and received federal funding taim 
the NIH. said C^ornelia Dekker, ,i 
doctor in Stanford’s Bediatrics 
1 )epartmeiit heading the study.
“Stanford has had a long interest 
n influenza vaccines,” Dekker said.
“When we heard about the Bird Flu 
Studies we asked if we could partici­
pate.”
Stanford will test the vaccine on 
people between tlie ages of 18 and 
>^4.
“Baxlominantly older adults have 
volunteerc'd rather than students,” 
clinical research ccxirdinator Sally 
Mackew said in an interxiew with 
The Daily.“But we have had several 
Students express interest.”
So far the virus has spa*ad from 
bials to people, “but it’s possible that 
It could become a person-to-person 
’ransmission” Macktw warns. “We’d 
’•ke to be able to tc*st it on people in 
ise that happens. Furthermoa*. if 
oii’re trying to prevent the illness in 
nimans, then you have to test it on 
humans.” ^
According to I )ekker, uncertain- 
ries aMiiain thanigh the vaccines 
urrent. first phase of testing. 
Howevi! I'lR.iU'i hi Bird rill ,i 
m e  and st.ind.ird ve.irly tin shots 
involve me '.uiie m.mufactunng 
pmcessi' Dc'KKer ees this human 
test trial .is h.i\ iiig relatively low risk 
lew els.
“There .ire alwa\s risks when 
ou're i ! sting something for the first 
time" she s.iid. “but the v.iccine h.is 
been m.ide using the same manufac­
turing 'mcc'ss that is used to make 
our fall tin vaccine. We think, there- 
ore. rh.it the risks should be ver\ 
imilar or the risks described for the 
a'gular fall flu vaccine. But until we 
est It on humans we can't say that 
‘iir sure fart of this first testing is to 
ssc’ss thi'se risks.”
The 'uiman participants aa' vol- 
inteers hey aa- given $.50 and a 
parking voucher for travel costs, but 
that is considered to be ahinburse-
meiit, not payment.
So why take the time and poten­
tial risk to participate in the testing?
“The best a^asoii for volunteering 
for a study ot a phase one vaccine,” 
Dekker said, “is to a*ally help scien­
tists learn how the wiccine works.” 
Trs iiig to pa'dict whether or not 
the virus will spa'ad to humans is “a 
little bit of a crv^tal ball,” Dekker 
s.ud. “While we know that the virus 
IS mutating all the time we don’t 
know if this particular strain is going 
to deselop that mutation that will 
alow It ti- .'o person to person. We 
v.iiiv c.inis,iy.”
till, the development of the vac- 
ne is an important preventative 
vasure in case the virus iloes 
a*ad.
“If we h.ive to turn to vaccines to 
protect a population we would want 
to be able to offer that wiccine to as 
many people as possible,” I )ekker 
rlaiiied “1* he \accine is more 
potent, we can use less on each per­
son and would have moR* vaccine to 
give to more people.”
Stanford is testing to develop the 
vaccine at this potent level.
“The first goal of this testing is to 
identih- the best dose combination.” 
Dekker said. “After this trial would 
be finished it would be important to 
test the chosen ■ ombm.ition in other 
populations not included in this 
stikly. We're testing healthy people 
between the ages of 18 to 64. But we 
would also want to be able to test 
the elderly and children.
We know fmm studies that the 
very youngest have the highest rate 
of hospitaliration from regular 
influenza, and we have always target­
ed the elderlv for regular vaccination 
111 the fall ” ’
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JERUSALEM (AP) —
1 )octors inserted a feeding tube in 
Israeli l‘rinie Minister Ariel 
Sharons stomach on Wednesday, 
according to a statement from 
Jerusalem’s Hadassah Hospital, 
where he is being treated for a 
massive stroke.
Sharon, 77, has been in a coma 
since he suffered a stroke on Jan. 
4. Long-term care specialists and a 
U.S. authority on comatose 
patients have examined the Israeli 
leader in recent davs. Experts s.iv 
his chances of regaining ctm- 
sciousness or a meaningful level of
activity are slim.
• • •
DUBAI, United Arab 
Emirates (AP) — Ciuerrilla 
attacks in Iraq have forced the 
cancellation of more than hO per­
cent of water and sanitation pro­
jects, in part because American 
intelligence failed to predict the 
brutal insurgency, a U.S. govern­
ment audit said. American goals to 
fix Iraq’s infrastructure will never 
be reached, mainly because iiisur- 
gent-s have chased away contrac­
tors and forced the diversitm of 
repair funds into security, accord­
ing to an audit of the Iraqi Relief 
and Reconstruction Program 
released last week. It is the latest m 
a series of auditing Reports being 
issued by the Special Inspector 
General for Iraq Reconstruction.
• • • i
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
bomb exploded alongside a group 
of Iraqi men waiting for work in ! 
eastern Baghdad on Wednesday, 
killing at le.ist eight and wound­
ing more than .S(l, as a key Sunni 
Arab leader threatened to call for 
a nationwide “uprising” unless the 
Shiite interior minister is 
replaced.
The blast occurred hours 
before the trial o f  Saddam 
Hussein and at least seven co- 
defendants Resumed on charges o f 
involvement in the P>82 killings 
o f  m oR than 14(1 people. It was 
unclear if  the two events weR* 
linked.
• • •
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Iran’s president lashed out 
WediK*stIay at the United States 
and vowed to R*sist the pR*ssuR* of 
“bully countries” as Eumpean 
nations circulated a draft R‘st>Iu- 
tion urging that Tehran be 
bRiught befoR* the U.N. Security 
C-ouncil for its nuclear activities.
In a speech to thousands of 
supporters hours after pR*sident 
Bush’s State of the Union address, 
President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad derided the United 
States as a “hollow superpower” 
that is “tainted with the blood of 
nations” and said Tehran would 
continue its nuclear program.
Judge pushes ahead with trial 
despite Saddams absence
Hamza Hendawi
ASSOCIATED I'RESS
BAGHl )A1), Iraq — A female wit­
ness, testifying Wednesday at Sadiiim 
Hussein’s trial, said she was stripped 
naked in prison, hung by her feet and 
kicked in the chest by the former Iraqi 
leader’s half brother.
The woman pnivided some of the 
most gripping testimony so far in the 
trial, which went ahead despite a boy­
cott by Saddam and four other defen­
dants, who demanded the removal of 
the chief judge.
. Weeping several times during her 
testimony, the woman described being 
stripped naked, hung by her hands, 
beaten and given electric shocks.
Then, she told the court, Barzan 
Ibrahim — Saddam’s half brother and 
the top co-defeiulant in the trial — 
told guards to instead hang her fmm 
her feet, then he kicked her three 
times in the chest.
“I told him (Ibrahim),'For God’s 
sake. I’m a woman. Master. I have 
nothing to confess. Why are you 
doing this to me?”’ said the woman, 
who spoke fnim behind a beige cur­
tain to pmtect her identity.
The woman was one of five wit­
nesses who took the stand during 
Wednesday’s 4 1 /2-hour session — 
all of whom were hidden behind 
the curtain.
The woman’s testimony directly 
implicated Ibrahim. Saddam’s one­
time head of the Mukhabar.it intelli­
gence agency. She recounted her tor­
ture at the Mukhabarat's Baghdad 
headquarters, where she said she and 
family members were taken after 
being arrested in a cr.ickdown fol­
lowing a 1‘>H2 ass.issination attempt 
against Saddam in the Shiite village 
of I )ujail.
She s.iid she w.is later taken to the 
notorious Abu Ghraib pristm. One 
d.iy, she was driven back to the 
Mukhabarat headquarters for inter­
rogation with her father, when 
guards thR“w a dead baby into the car 
and ordered it taken “to the 
Mukhabarat garage.”
“What crime have wv all commit­
ted to gi> thmugh this agony?” she 
asked, sobbing.
Chief judge Raouf Abdel- 
Rahman, who Uxjk tAvr bst wvek. 
prevsed ahead with the prxKeedings 
Wednesday at a rapid pace, uking 
advantage of the calm in a courtnxiin 
that has been plagued shouting 
matches, scuffles and protests since the 
trial began CXt. 19.
/ i
But the boycott by five of the 
case’s eight defendants and their 
defense team was likely to further 
undermine the trial, which has been 
cast as a key plank in Iraq’s transition 
fRim dictatorship to democratic rule.
President Bush said Wednesday he 
was not worried about the disarray 
surrounding the Saddam trial.
“Hopefully the tri.il will resume 
and be conducted in a fair way,” Bush 
told The Associated Press in an inter­
view. “It certainly stands in a stark 
contrast to how Saddam treated his 
people. I’d like to see the trial move 
forward ... .That’s what democracies 
do. They give people a fair trial.”
Abdel-Rahman, a Kurd, apptiimed 
new defense attorneys, and the three 
defendants who accepted them and 
attended Wednesday’s pniceedings sat 
quietly, surrounded by the empty 
chairs left by Saddam and the others.
Saddam and his co-defendants are 
on trial for the killing of more than 
14() Shiites after the 19S2 attempt on 
the former ruler’s life in I )ujail, north 
of Baghdad. They face death by 
hanging if convicted.
The original defense team chosen 
by Saddam and his co-defendants has 
petitioned the tribunal to R*move 
Abdel-Rahman. s.iying they will not 
attend until he goes.
They .iccuse Abdel-Rahman of 
h.iving a “personal feud” with 
Saddam because the judge was born 
in Halabja, a Kurdish vill.ige hit by a 
poison gas attack allegedly tiRlered by 
Saddam in 19SS. Some .t.(MMI Kurds 
were killed in that att.ick, including 
several of Abdel-Rahman’s relatives.
“The judge is an enemy to my 
client,” Saddam’s original chief attor­
ney, Khaled al-l)ulainii, told the AP 
in the Jordanian capital. Amman. 
Abdel-Rahman “shouldn’t be 
allowed to preside over the hearings 
because he can’t be fair in this case.”
Al-I)ulaimi also claimed that 
Saddam’s regime tried Abdel- 
Rahman in absentia and sentenced 
him to life in prison in 1977 He s,iid 
the judge* was a member of a K u r I is Ii 
party that was opptAed to Saddam 
and se> “holds political animosity with 
the defendant.”
Al-I)ulaimi’s claims could not be 
immediately contirmed. \^’lien a 
defense lawyer raised the issue at 
the end of Wednesday’s hearing. 
Abdel-Rahman said the court had 
yet to receive a formal note asking 
for his removal.
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puppies used as drug 
smugglers, feds say
ASStH lAI El) I’RI SS
Six of the ten puppies used by Colombian drug traffickers as canine 
drug mules are shown in this photo released by the United States 
Drug Enforcement Administration on Wednesday.
Tom Hays
ASSIH lATEI) I'kESS
N EU ' YORK — Colombian 
drug dealers turned puppies into 
couriers by surgically implanting 
them with packets of heroin, federal 
authorities said Wediie\day.
Investigators believe the ring used 
the dogs, as well as human drug swal­
lowers, to conceal millions of dollars 
in liquid heroin tin commercial 
flights into New York Caty for distri­
bution on the E.ist C aiast.
Ten puppies, inchkling Eabradtir 
R'triewrs, were rescued during ,i 
2(H).S raid on a farm in Colombia, 
the I )rug Enforcement
Administration s.iid, while aniuninc- 
ing nioR* than .^ ( I arR*sts.
A veterinarian had stitched a 
total of 3 kilograms of heroin into 
the bellies of six pups. Three later
with Gamma Phi Beta
^  Ô
died from infections after the 
drugs were removed.
It was unclear Iniw many dogs 
were used in the overall scheme, and 
investigators do not know their fate 
after they arrived on U.S. soil, said 
John P. Gilbride, head of the DE.A’s 
New York offlee.
“ I think it's outrageous and 
heinous that they’d use small, inno­
cent puppies in this w.iy,” he said.
Besides the pups and human swal­
lowers, authorities said the ring b.ised 
in Medellin also concealed drugs in 
body creams, aemsol cans, and the 
linings of purses and luggage.
Recent raids in CTilombia resulted 
in more than 20 arR*sts; another 10 
suspects weR* in custody in New 
York, Florida and North C Carolina. 
About 24 kilograms of heroin was 
seized, officials said.
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Riot police clash with Jewish settlers in illegal Israeli outpost
Josef Federnian
A S S (H  I A I H )  I 'R b S S
AM(')NA, West Bank — Israeli 
not police wielding clubs .ind water 
caniu)ns cleared t>iit part of this ille­
gal Jewish settlement outpost 
Wednesday, as resisters fought hack 
with sticks, suines, bricks .ind paint. 
More th.in 2n(l were iniured. one- 
juarter of them otFicers.
In anguished sceiK's reminiscent of 
last •summer's (ia/a withdrawal, the 
security forces dr.igged hundreds of 
protesters from rooftops barricaded 
in h.irhed wire and flattened empty 
homes with hulldoi'ers .nul heavy 
m.ichinery. i he military said 32 peo­
ple were arrested at the scene .ilong 
w ith "slo/ens of other rioters" in the 
area.
The fierce battle was a likely har­
binger of w hat lies ahead if Israel 
deciiles to le.ive other parts of the 
West Bank. Acting Briine .Vlinister 
blind C')imert. the frtmt-runner in 
the .March 2S Israeli elections, is 
widely expected to withdr.tw from 
more are.is of the territory and dis­
mantle additional Jewish settlements 
if he wins.
C'flmert has said he is ready to 
make painful territorial concessions 
.IS part of a negotiated peace agree­
ment with the Palestinians, but h.is 
signaled he will act unilaterally if an 
accord is not possible.
T he likelihood of unilateral actitin 
— including limited withdr.iwals 
meant to boost Israeli security — h.is 
grtnvn since the victory by the mili­
tant group H.»mas in last week’s 
Palestinian parliamentary elections.
Hamas, which has killed hundreds 
of Israelis in suicide bombings, has 
come under world pressure to 
change its w.iys. In the first m.\jor
ASS(K IA IH )  I’RI ss
Jewish settlers and their supporters clash with Israeli troops and police as authorities evacuate the West 
Bank settlement outpost of Amona, east of the Palestinian town of Ramallah on Wednesday.
challenge to Ham.is, Israel froze the 
transfer of about S4.3 million owed to 
the Palestinians while Egvpt called 
on the Islamic group to give up vio­
lence.
The Israeli decision deepened a 
financial crisis for the Palestinian 
Authoritv’, which said it did not h.ive 
emnigh money to meet its monthly 
payroll. Palestinian officials said they 
had arranged emergency funding 
from Arab allies.
The battle over Amona, an Israeli 
hilltop enclave in the heart of the 
West Bank, was seen as a test for 
Olmert, who has said he would act 
with determination against settlers 
violating the law.
The clashes were on par with the 
most violent scenes during the pull­
out fmm the Gaza Strip and part of 
the West Bank, in which 2.S settle­
ments were dismantled.
“The behavior t)f the settlers can­
not be tolerated," Olmert said. 
“Tod.iy they crossed every line.”
The confrontation began 
Wednesckiy morning after Israel’s 
Supreme C'ourt ordered nine unin­
habited houses recently built on pri­
vate Palestinian land to be demol­
ished. The remainder of the outpost 
— including a synagogue, play­
ground and cramped trailer homes 
inhabited by about 35 families — 
was not affected.
I )uring the d.iylong operation, the 
rioters, most of them young 
Orthodox Jews, including girls, pelt­
ed police with eggs, rocks, sand and 
paint-filled balloons from their 
rooftop stnrngholds.
Police burst into the homes, 
climbing ladders and riding in the 
shovels of bulldozers to reach the 
roofs. The protesters beat the police 
with sticks and set fires on the 
rooftops. Thick, black smoke from 
burning tires rose into the air and 
covered the area with a stench, as 
police aimed water cannons at the 
rioters.
Hundreds of protesters watched 
the melee from afar, occasionally
scuffling with lines of riot troops, 
some on horseback.The houses were 
cleared out one by one, and bulldoz­
ers and large jackhammers knocked 
down the buildings.
Israel’s rescue service said 219 
people were injured, including 10 
people in nuKlerate to serious ct>n- 
dition.
At a field clinic, people milled 
about, their heads wrapped in ban­
dages and blood splatteretl on their 
shirts. Others sat dazed on the 
ground, their arms in slings. Sever.il 
l.iy motionless on the ground, necks 
in braces, before being taken away 
by ambulances.
Shmuel Greenwald, an IH-year- 
old seminary student from 
Jerusalem who was holed up in one 
of the homes, accused police of 
using excessive force. "They hit me 
on the back, no questions .isketl. 
i hey just came in swinging,” he 
said.
Among the wounded were more 
than 50 police officers, one with 
serious head wounds, and two ultra­
nationalist lawmakers who support­
ed the protesters.
Amona is among dozens of illegal 
West Bank outposts established by 
Jewish settlers since the IPPOs to 
prevent Israel from turning tner the 
territory to the Palestinians. Under 
the U.S.-backed “road map” peace 
plan, Israel has pledged to remove 
about two dozen outposts.
Settlers and their extremist rein­
forcements vowed to fight that. “If 
there is no resistance, the with­
drawals will continue,” said Uriel 
Shub, an 1 S-year-old West Bank set­
tler who was injured in the elbow. 
Settlers and their backers say all of 
the West Bank belongs to the Jews.
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Iran and Ham as rejea Bushs call for change; 
many Euroneans nraise him for energy initial
Danica Kirka
ASStX lATfcl) I'RESS
LONDON — Iranian and Hamas 
leaders ajected Pa*sident Bush’s call 
for change in his State of the Union 
addrvss, but many Euitvpeans wel­
comed his recognition that America’s 
gas guzzling days must end.
Bush had harsh woais for Iran, 
which he said was being “held hostage 
by a small clerical elite that is isolating 
and repres.sing its people’’ and the mil­
itant Palestinian group Hamas in his 
speech Tuesday night.
Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad lashed out at the United 
States Wednesday, calling it a “hollow 
superpower” that is “tainted with the 
blood of nations” and said Tehran 
would continue its nuclear program.
The speech da*w mixed reactions 
in Europe, with some saying it was a 
bid by Bush to regain popularity with 
unrealistic promises and others wel­
coming his energy initiatives.
“Many people have said it is 
amazing that an oil man would do 
that. But the oil man is the president 
and the president has low ratings,” 
said Robert McGeehan, a fellow in 
American Foreign Policy at the 
Royal Institute of International 
Affairs in London. “Americans love 
motor cars and high petrol prices 
have affected them.”
French daily Le Monde was skep­
tical that Bush could reach his goal 
of cutting oil imports from the 
Middle East by 75 percent in the 
next two decades.
“The gtval seems difficult to reach 
for the United States, which is 
expected to consume 26 million bar­
rels of oil per day in 2025, with 60 
percent from imports,” it said.
Activists like Steven Sawyer, a 
spokesman for Greenpeace 
International, wished him well.
“The first step in dealing with an 
addiction is recognizing the problem,” 
Sawyer said. “Good luck to him. It’s 
something that desperately needs to 
be done.”
On Iraq, Bush declared that the 
United States must stay the course 
and that America must “keep our 
word, defeat our enemies and stand 
behind the American military in its 
vital mission.”
Some Iraqis expressed anger over 
the long-term presence of U.S. 
troops while others welcomed the 
words, saying they believed the 
Americans had little choice but to 
stick it out to prevent civil war.
“President George Bush stated 
that the troops wouldn’t leave the 
country. But it would be better for 
the Iraqi people if the U.S. troops 
would get out,” Raid Fadhil said 
Wednesday in Baghdad.
Abdul-Halim al-Rihaimi, an Iraqi 
political commentator, said American
forces should stay until Iraqi police 
and soldiers are ready to deal with 
the violence.
“Any retreat of the (coalition) 
forces now would be considered 
premature and would (see) the 
whole country fall into the hands 
of the (Abu Musab) al-Zarqawi 
group and those from the previous 
regime,” he said. “That would 
plunge the country into chaos for 
years.”
Bush appeared to tone down his 
criticism of North Korea and his 
concerns over the growing compet­
itiveness of China and India, experts 
in Asia said.
He made a single mention of 
North Korea in his speech among a 
list of countries lacking democracy. 
He didn’t go into any detail on the 
stalemate in the dispute over the 
North’s nuclear ambitions.
“I believe* that the U.S. position 
on North Korea will remain 
unchanged,” Paik Hak-soon, a 
research fellow at South Korea’s 
Sejong Institute, said after the 
speech.
Peter Beck, director for 
Northeast Asia at the Brussels-based 
International Crisis Group, said 
Bush appeared to be more 
restrained about North Korea than 
he has in the past. Four years ago. 
Bush branded North Korea as part 
of an “axis of evil” including Iran 
and Saddam Hussein’s Iraq.
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Outdoor Gunn
continued from page 16 
International Olympic
C'oniinittee. Men and women’s: 
snowboard half pipe, snowboard 
cross and snowboarding parallel 
giant slalom.
What does this all mean in the 
grand scheme of things? The 
advancement of all 13 Winter X 
events to levels never before seen 
in competition.
When 1 was growing up, the X 
Ciames were new and hardly sim­
ple, but the tricks that athletes 
were pulling were far less difficult 
than the tricks that athletes in all 
disciplines are pulling today.
One only has to look at the X 
Ciames as the main contributing 
factor in the popularity explosion 
of alternative sports around the 
world.
The X Games not only force 
athletes to push the envelope in 
order to make the cut, but it has 
also inspired the legitimacy of 
numerous sports that were for­
merly more like expressions of 
rebellion than competitive sports.
In a way, one might think that 
the X Games has made it possible 
for kids that are not gifted in a 
traditional sports-sense to find 
their niche m the athletic com­
munity.
Essentially, the expansion of 
these alternative sports has given 
kids a chance to break stereotypes, 
become focused and, in some 
cases, achieve high levels of suc­
cess. At the very least, the X 
Ciames have given kids around the 
country and the world, inspira­
tion.
In 10 years, heroes have 
emerged, barriers have been shat­
tered, stereotypes have been bro­
ken down and a world communi­
ty has been formed.
Chris (jutiti is a journalism 
senior ami assistant sports editor. 
You can e-mail him at 
cgunn@calpoly.edu.
Snow safety
continued from page 15
“Assume that there are danger­
ous people on the mountain 
because there are,” Boyer added. 
“You have to not only watch out 
own safety, but realize there are 
other people on the mountain.”
“That’s often the most danger­
ous hazard on the mountain,” he 
said. “Not the terrain, but other 
people. You get a lot of skiers and 
Snowboarders getting in over their 
heads, and become out of control 
coming down the mountain. 
They’ll pose the biggest hazard to 
other people.”
Also, before heading to the 
mountain, Boyer suggests, “Know 
before you go. Know the weather, 
make sure your equipment is 
checked out, know the responsi­
bility code,” he said. “Maybe hav­
ing radios is good idea to stay in 
contact with the other people you 
go with at all times. Make meeting 
points and rendezvous points. Stay 
hydrated ... and ski within your 
ability. Start off small, then go big.”
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ACROSS
I Cut closely 
6 1970 Neil
Diamond hit
I I  “___Adieux."
a Beethoven 
51-Across
14 Dog-___
15 Conundrum
16 Four-time 
Japanese prime 
minister
17 Start of a quote 
by jazz legend 
Miles Davis
19 Unlikely to raise 
one's hand in 
class
20 Prefix with 
technology
21 Quote, part 2 
23 They may be
part of a moving 
experience 
25 Some people at 
nude beaches
27 So yesterday
2 8  _______-Cat
31 Medicinal shrub
32 Inscrutable one
35 R a te___
(perform
perfectly)
36 Quote, part 3
41 Villa___, gold-
mining center in
19th-century
Georgia
42 Feeling that 
makes you go 
“hmm”
43 Appliance brand
45 Tennis ace 
Sh river
46 Some wampum
51 See 11-Across
53 End, after all is 
said and done
54 Quote, part 4
5 8  _______Bora caves
59 Ewe, for one
60 End of the quote
62 Thimble
Theatre” name
8 3 ___Bay,
Philippines (site 
of 1944 fighting)
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64 Designer 
Geoffrey
65 Recipe abbr
66 
67
Long baths 
Isn't serious
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1 In stitches
2 “Oh, yeah, 
that’s funny"
3 Play stations
4 Pertaining to 
blood vessels
5 Big name in ice 
cream
6 Side line
7 Alternative to a 
Twinkle
8 “Beauty___the
eye ..."
9 ‘Unhand me!"
to Swinging set
11 Heed
12 Means of 
computer 
networking
13 _______sauce
18 They may follow 
bee stings 
City in upstate 
New York
24 ‘___we forget
■
26 Court-appointed 
psychiatrist's 
ruling
28 Pen filler
29 Martial arts 
expert
30 Wee hour
33 Third degree, 
often
34 Super Bowl in 
which the 
Giants beat the 
Bills
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36 Nest eggs, 
briefly
37 Hollywood s 
Dalton and 
Hutton
38 Good 
Samaritan's 
assurance
39 Yemen’s 
capital
40 Part of the back 
of an orchestra
44 Web sites
47 Admission
48 Some desert 
homes
49 Histonan Will
50 Ground 
breakers
52 "Are not!" 
response
53 Hallucinogen
55 Tai Mahal site
56 Nutcase
57 Forever and a 
day
59 Martini guzzler
61 Kind of case, in 
gram
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credit card, 1-600-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips' nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords tor young 
solvers, nytimes com/learnmg/xwords
Fan fair
continued from page 16 
Olympian Angela Ruggiero’s jour­
nal entries leading up to the 
Olympics, look at photos and get 
the chance to purchase the 26-year- 
old’s autobiography on
http://www.angelaruggiero.com.
Log onto http://www.alanal- 
born.us to meet U.S. ski juniper 
Alan Alborn, competing in his third 
Olympics. Alborn had knee surgery 
after the 2002 Olympics and retired 
briefly, returning to his native Alaska 
to start an excavating business with 
his father before realizing he wasn’t 
ready to give up jumping for good.
Figure skater Sasha Cohen has her 
share of sites. At
http://www.sashafans.com, find out 
that Cohen loves to eat lobster, cof­
fee ice cream and meringues, that 
her favorite actress is Julia Roberts 
and that she reads the Harry Potter 
series in her spare time. Her own 
site, http://www.sashacohen.com, 
describes her recent appearance on 
Jay Leno’s show.
“When they called me to come 
on stage, 1 was just a little nervous
but not much,” she writes in her 
journal. “After skating by yourself 
on ice in front of thousands of peo­
ple. there isn’t much to get nervous 
about.”
Her site lists her short and long 
programs dating back to 1999, and 
provides a photo gallery with pic­
tures from as far back as her child­
hood days as a rookie performer.
U.S. cross-country sprint skier 
Andrew Newell — also an avid aeri­
als guy using Nordic skis off home­
made jumps — started his own busi­
ness, http://www.xskifilnis.com, m 
2002 with the mission “to promote 
the sport of Nordic skiing with our 
movies and increase the level of 
competition here in America.”
For those devoted to trading or 
collecting Olympic pins, 
http://www.classicpins.com and 
h ttp :/ /  W W W .  pi ndem onium .com  
offer dozens of design options.
And at http://www.roots.com, 
Ohno models the 2(M)6 version of 
the U.S. Olympic team beret that 
the Americans debuted in Salt Lake 
City in 2(K)2.
Not surprisingly, it is offered in 
red, white and blue.
Mustang defensive 
end Chris Gocong and 
linebacker Kyle Shotwell 
are members of what band?
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• Cal Holy men’s basketball 
player Tyler McGinn was 
named Big West Conference 
player of the week after leading 
the Mustangs with 28 points 
in their win over Cal State 
Northridge, 73-54.
• Women’s basketball is 
scheduled to face conference 
rival UC Santa Barbara at 2:05 
p.m. Saturday, Feb 4.
• 14 players have signed let­
ters of intent with Cal Poly 
football. 13 of which are com­
ing out of high school and one 
transfer student.
$10  HAIRCUTS
TuesThur 7an>6pfn 
Fri-sal 8:30aiTv6pm
Mark Roetker 126I Laurei Lane 
805.543.9744 San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
Cal Poly Admissions needs wed 
developer to enhance and maintain 
Admissions & Financial Aid 
websites & Admission MyCalPoly 
Channels. You can do a lot in 
5-10 hours/wk & still maintain 
your grades. Proficient in tne 
following: XML/XSL. HTML/CSC 
□'"eamweaver Mk . Javasenot/PHP 
Contact anumez@ca ooiy.edu
I ChwaHlad Ada Webalte '
I www.mustangda /.net j
HELP WANTED
FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS wanted 
$100 per hour PLUS tips 
No experience required 
Work around your own schedule! 
(805) 348-3241 or 
(888) 744-4436
HELP WANTED
DELL STUDENT REP -  
EARN $12 /0 ’' Make your own 
hours and gam amazing 
resume experience'
P t s i' on starts immediate y! 
Repnation.com/ dell to apoiy
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff. 
San Fernando and Conejo Valley 
$2800+ (888) 784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com/slo
HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO. 
Call Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Benefit Concert to nelp raise 
money for Progeria Victims! 
Downtown Brewing Co. in SLO 
Febuary 15, 2006
Don't m iss MurderbaH and 
Mark Zupan! Free in Cnumash on 
Feb 2 at ’  30
Want to make a difference 
Join Beyond Sholter to raise 
homelessness awareness and 
volunteer for locai shelters!
Jokes & quotes FREE' 756-1143
SHOUT OUTS
M a tt- Yes! MurderbaH Event in 
Chumash on Thurs a t 7 :30?  -K att
SHOUT OUTSI FREE EVERY THURS 
Submit your s by Tuesday!
LOST AND FOUND
Los' High School Ring; s wer w/ 
b'ue stone 805) 550-414
Found I-Pod mini on Fredenck St 
early Please call (760) 807 443.-
Lost and Found ads are FREE
Sports Sports editor: Fnuik Straiizl • miiitan^daiÏYSixtrtsii^nMl.Cim Assistant sports editor; Chris CîunnThursday, February 2, 2006 16
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Snowbound safety
James Mellor
M U SIA N C  DAILY
In the afternoon of iny first day of 
snowlxiarding, I started to get a little 
cocky.
“Its time to start hitting some 
jumps,” went through my lO-year- 
old brain.
I saw a little kicker along the edge 
of the trail and headed toward it. A 
speed check at the last second 
slowed me down so much I barely 
had eruHigh speed to make it to the 
lip of the jump. I-rom there, 1 fell 
face first into the snow, but my 
boards momentum carried thnnigh 
until it hit the back of my head.
Luckily, the ski patrol didn’t have 
to escort me oft'the mountain to the 
nearest hospital, but there was a mas­
sive bump emerging from my skull 
and I had a pounding headache.
Snowboarding and other snow 
sports are dangerous activities that 
cause many injuries every winter.
Chris Boyer, a wilderness 
Emergency Medical Technician on 
the Ski Patml at Sierra Summit, said 
he sees a lot of inexperienced skiers 
who try to ski outside their abilities. 
“This brings a lot of injuries down 
the hill,” he said.
The most common injury Boyer 
said he sees occurs when, “People 
fall with an extended arm, causing 
their shoulder to dislocate,” he said. 
“We see a lot of fractures, broken 
collar bones, wrist injuries — espe­
cially snowboarders in the terrain 
park; and knee injuries.”
A completely fractured wrist is 
the worst injury Boyer said he has 
seen. “The ulna and the radius, 
which are the bones in the forearm, 
were protruding out of the skin. This
(X )U R TtSY  PHOTO
Wilderness Emergency Medical Technician Chris Boyer stands ready to patrol at the top of Sierra 
Summit Ski Resort, overlooking Huntington Lake early this season.
guy had a compound fracture on the 
underside of his wrist,” he said.
“We also had a young girl who 
was skiing out of control and had 
accident,” Boyer added. “The snow 
mobile cut her forehead and you 
could see a piece of her forehead. 
That was pretty nasty.”
“One of the busiest days we had 
all season was on a real icy day, and 
it was sunny, so it was hard to see the 
ice,” Boyer said. “We saw about 30- 
plus incidents go on that day. That’s 
usually the maximum number we’ll 
have on a busy day. The average is 
any where from 10 to 15.”
At Clovis Medical Center, the 
closest hospital to Sierra Summit,
patient representative Eduardo 
Navarro said he sees amund 10 
injuries a day when there are good 
conditions after a storm. However, 
he has seen up to seven people 
injured in only 20 minutes.
“The type of conditions you want 
to look out for include days where 
it’s super cloudy. What that does is 
makes it difficult to see the terrain 
and features,” Boyer said.
“You want to look out for the 
real sunny days in the afternoon 
where it gets slushy,” Boyer said. “We 
call it ‘snow snakes,’ where you’ll be 
skiing and then it’s like you get 
attacked out of the blue. Your skis 
stop, but your body keeps going.
That causes a lot of knee injuries.” 
Boyer also said to be cautious in 
icy conditions as well. “Ice is hard, 
it’s like hitting cement,” he said. “We 
get a lot of concussions on icy days.” 
Snow sport activities are a lot of 
fun for many people and there are 
certainly ways to prevent injuries 
from occurring.
Some words of advice Boyer 
would give to beginners is to get a 
lesson and know the responsibility 
code on the back of the lift ticket. 
Specific things he said to be aware of 
are where to stop and to look out 
for skiers below you.
see Snow saftey, page 16
Fans cheer olympians on the Web
Janie McCauley
ASStH lATEI) PRESS
The Michelle Kwan Guardian 
Angels boast of more than 800 
Internet members who vow to love 
and protect the American figure 
skater from bashing in chat moms 
or message boards.
They must have been sending 
good vibes her way during her per­
formance for a five-person moni­
toring coitimittee in I os Angeles on 
Jan. 28, where she protected her 
spot on the U.S. Olympic team by 
proving she is healthy enough to 
compete in Turin.
So what if that site — 
Intp ://www.dianesrink.com/mkga 
/ — hasn’t been updated in nearly 
IS interesting 
a membership
three years? It
iioneth el ess. with
breakdown by state and country.
Dozens of Olympic-related fan 
sites have been established for 
everyone fmm outspoken Alpine 
skier Bode Miller
http://www.fans.bodelicious.net to 
speedskater Apolo Anton Ohno 
http://www.apoloportal.net — and 
many athletes have their o w t i  per­
sonal sites, too — such as Miller’s 
h 11 p : /  /  w' w w. b o d e m i 11 e r u s a. c o m 
and O hno’s http://www.ohno- 
zone.net. at http://www.oftthep- 
odiuni.com, with its cool graphics, 
great black-and-white images t>f 
athletes from various sports and 
entertaining bio pages meant to tar­
get teenagers and 20-somethings, 
it’s revealed that U.S. men's snow- 
boarder Shaun White always carries 
his shark tooth necklace, a pumpkin
carving knife and a spinning wheel 
“for thmwing clay on the mad.” He 
also cot)ks a killer vodka penne 
pasta.
“With the veggies and vodka 
cream sauce, it’s really good,” he 
says.
Viewers also can learn there that 
Alpine skier Julia Mancuso’s best 
Halloween costume was when she 
dressed up as the Statue of Liberty 
and made a torch out of tin foil. 
CTick on music and nightlife to find 
athletes’ music recommendations, 
fas'orite cities, top restaurants aiul 
nightclub picks.
Norwegian freestyle skier Kari 
Traa, the gold medalist in moguls 
four years ago in Salt Lake C'ity, 
offers her own Web site 
http://ww\v.kantiaa.ioni in four
languages: Norwegian, English,
Cierman and French — a gondola 
glides acmss the screen over images 
of snowcapped mountains until ytni 
select a language. Emceed and find 
out how to purchase clothing with 
her funky sportswear label, or get 
updates on her Olympic prepara­
tion.
For those who jump on the curl­
ing bandwagon every four years, 
http://www.curlgirls.com offers all 
the necessary insight about the 
American women, while 
h t tp : / /  WWW.curlingbasics.com  
explains basic curling situations and 
strategy through animated exam­
ples.
Follow U.S. women’s hockey 
defenseman and three-time
see Fan fair, page 16
CO M M ENTARY
Iright, here is the situa­
tion:
You sit quietly, fingers clasped m 
your lap, thinking about the 
sequence: Pick up some speed,
drop in and go huge on the first 
wall, grabbing mute and seting up 
for the next wall where you spice it 
up with a front side 720 and stomp 
it. Keep up your speed, the next 
wall approaches and you launch 
into a switch 540 followed by a 
backside 540 on the opposite wall. 
Your run is almost done, but before 
you call it quits you throw' a 
McTwist, a gigantic Lein Air and a 
front side 1080.
The snow is falling all around 
you, as you imagine each move­
ment and slip into a state of com­
plete focus. The crowd noise is 
deafening, cameras are flashing but 
it does not matter, because you 
know why you are here, and you 
have been preparing for this 
moment since the first time you 
strapped on a snowboard and felt 
the exhilaration of coasting freely 
on a soft blanket of snow. You were 
born for this, and the Winter X 
Games have given you the oppor­
tunity to show your skills in com­
peting against some of the best 
extreme athletes in the world.
Ten years ago, the Winter X 
Games were born with the inten­
tion of exposing alternative sports 
to audiences on a global level. 
Before that, it was just a pipe- 
dream shared by winter sports 
enthusiasts around the globe.
Last week. Winter X Ciames 10 
was held Jan. 28 through Jan. 31 at 
Buttermilk Mountain in Aspen, 
('olo. The event showed the world 
how much competitive alternative 
sports have grown from a pipe- 
dream to a flat-out reality, since its 
advent in the early '90s.
The event was broadcast over the 
course of 15 hours of live program­
ming and 19 hours of total original 
programming to over 190 coun­
tries around the world, according 
to the ESEN Web site.
The X Games have become an 
international hub for alternative 
sports and have influenced the 
increased presence of alternative 
sports like snowboarding in the 
world spotlight.
In 1998, three Winter X events 
were rectigmzeil by the
see Outdoor Gunn, page 15
